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Guidelines
Submit via email to nuffsaidpublishing@gmail.com
Nuff Said invites speculative fiction of all kinds, beginning
with science fiction sub-genres like:










Post-apocalyptic
Hard sci-fi
Soft sci-fi
Utopian
Dystopian
Space opera
Steam punk
Cyber punk
Space Western

Fantasy sub-genres we like (but we’re completely open to
some we haven’t heard of):






Superhero
Magical realism
Dark fantasy
Dying-world fantasy
Paranormal romance

Horror sub-genres we’re ready to encounter (and then
some):






Zombies (be original, please)
Detective-noir (with an otherworldly flair)
Doomed characters
Historical re-tellings
Dark creatures (is it a vamp, were, or
leprechaun…you tell us!)

Genre-cross over? Remember, we love those!

_________________________________________________________
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Nuff Said welcomes submissions of any science fiction,
fantasy, or horror story, but your submission will particularly
interest us if it includes one of the following elements:






a lead character who is a woman
a lead character who is a minority
a story which explores gender themes
a story which explores cultural/racial stereotypes
non-fiction essays or topical opinion pieces (preferably
in MLA format)

Think about it, just think about it….
Before submitting your manuscript, make sure it meets
these requirements, otherwise it will be automatically
rejected:





Double-spaced
12 point type style, Times New Roman
For short stories, word length should be 500, but no longer than 10,000
(unless it’s a spectacular story, then please, submit despite word
length)
For novels, word length should be 40,000, but no longer than 150,000

Down to the nitty-gritty






We love ourselves a happy environment here at Nuff Said, so
we accept submissions via email only.
Dual submissions are fine. We know you’re shopping around,
just like we are.
Give us about 6-8 weeks to read your work before we
respond.
Submit a query letter and the first 20 pages of your
manuscript pasted into the body of an email to:
nuffsaidpublishing (at) gmail (dot) com
In the subject line, type the word QUERY, your project name,
and author name.

Yes, we will edit your work once it’s accepted, but that
doesn’t mean you’re off the hook completely. Only submit
finished work, and only submit work you’ve edited again,
and again. And again.
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Editor’s note

Jonina Stump

“The Ephemeral Genre: Challenging the
Speculative Literary Canon to Include Diversity”
The world of speculative fiction is vast, varied,
and invariably changing. No one person has a
tangible definition, and some swear by the
intangibility of the genre. I think the intangibility is
why I’m drawn to spec lit, because my identity is
steeped in the unknown. As an assimilated Puerto
Rican with mixed-race children, I sometimes
question my place, much like many speculative
novels. Although spec lit is a genre unto itself, it
encompasses a sub-set of three influential literary
slots: fantasy, science fiction, and horror. Some
might say that only “certain” genre fiction meets the
tradition of spec lit, but I beg to differ, because if the
“what-if” element is the central connection, then it
doesn’t matter if the story is based in escapism or
heavier issues. The definitive factors driving the
genre matter in a large way, all in larger connection
to the very white canon responsible for concrete
racial, gender, and class disparities. However, I also
believe that all three sub-genres are evolving to
become more inclusive, but maybe not in the largest
way to effect the greatest change. By this, I mean
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even though perhaps more and more diverse lit may
seemingly be produced, it may not be recognized as
canon worthy. Disparities are still present in the
sub-genres, even as many writers and readers alike
swear diversity has already arrived, or is
unnecessary. The modern landscape of literature is
changing, and the change is even more apparent
when measured against the non-diverse founders of
each sub-genre., I propose that scholarship will
spread awareness of under-promoted spec lit works,
while adding diversity and driving the change the
genre thrives upon.
A definition of spec lit will always lead to
debate, and for good reason. Every theorist has their
thoughts on what the genre is, and every one of them
touches on something true. To start, Gill frames the
genre as an open entity, or “works that fall within the
micro-subjects of speculative fiction conjecture about
matters that in the normal course of things could not
be” (72). Reality and perspective are recurring
themes in the quest to understand spec lit, with the
discussion of art as another indicator. Poole insists
the genre represents “amalgams of art and science
that endeavor to open up the mysteries of nature,
history and culture by hypothesizing speculative
10

universes of meaning” (qtd. in Jones par. 5). Not
everyone shares the open-minded approach, and
would even call for a de-labeling of some genre work.
Terry Pratchett recently questioned the need for
classifications at all by stating,
“we categorise [sic] too much on the basis of
unreliable assumption. A literary novel written
by Brian Aldiss must be science fiction,
because he is a known science fiction writer; a
science fiction novel by Margaret Atwood is
literature because she is a literary novelist.
Recent Discworld books have spun on such
concerns as the nature of belief, politics and
even of journalistic freedom, but put in one
lousy dragon and they call you a fantasy
writer.” (qtd. in Taneja par. 1)
Once a novel is consigned to a category like fantasy,
it may be dismissed due to the established tropes.
For instance, the presence of dragons or talking rats
could overshadow the bigger message of political
import because “in [my] book the rats go to war,
which is, I hope, gripping. But then they make peace,
which is astonishing” (Pratchett qtd. in Taneja par.
4). The simple part of spec lit is that a reader is
transported from reality with the help of vampires,
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dragons, or space ships, but the complex part is that
(sometimes), the vampire might reflect back a larger
aspect of social, cultural, or political life, which, on
the surface, may seem silly, but if rats can do it, so
can vampires.
This chart from John Algeo puts a lot of
debate to rest in an easy to read format, even with
his addition of “visionary fiction”:

He spins from the baseline of spirituality, claiming
spec lit can lead to revolutions because of the value
of art: “Literature and the other arts, Kandinsky
says, turn inward from the material to the spiritual
at a time of violent change in culture” (1). Algeo
describes the types of literature in relation to
spiritual and factual realities. Poetry, as he tells it, is
the literature of beauty and sound, whereas
mainstream fiction is rooted in fact, and speculative
12

fiction is an alteration of reality, or a mirror of the
world around us in a new way (5). While admitting to
the fault in dichotomies, he offers a stark way to
delineate regular fiction from speculative: “The
mainstream novelist pretended that he was just
giving the facts—writing a true story, […while
speculative fiction…] somehow changes reality, and
so it is the kind of literature that speaks especially to
the sense of change in our time” (6). Algeo believes
sci-fi reflects reality through technology and the
“what-if”, fantasy as a radically different world
usually devoid of technology, and horror is set in
reality with intent to scare the reader. I found his
definitions a bit too simple, especially because he
applied the “what-if” only to sci-fi, when really, the
“what-if” fits all the sub-genres, as proposed by Ogle
(par.4). My respect for Algeo grew when he followed
up with an example: “Horror fiction is sometimes
criticized for its grossness and immorality, but
Stephen King maintains instead ‘that the horror
story is really as conservative as an Illinois
Republican in a three-piece pinstriped suit. Its main
purpose is to reaffirm the virtues of the norm by
showing us what awful things happen to people who
venture into taboo lands’”(8). Indeed, but I’d take
13

King’s words further by stating that spec lit as a
whole reaffirms virtues of the norm by tossing a mix
of characters into new worlds, regardless of the
positives or negatives. Algeo identifies as a fifth, yet
to be explored sub-set he calls visionary literature,
which “transforms our vision of ourselves and our
environment”, calling for a spiritual revolution (8).
Examples of visionary works:
The Golden Ass by Lucius Apuleius
Zanoni and A Strange Story by Edward Bulwer Lytton
Through the Looking Glass and What Alice Found There
by Lewis Carroll
The Education of Oversoul Seven by Jane Roberts
Illusions: The Adventures of a Reluctant Messiah by
Richard Bach
Two Tales of the Occult by Mircea Eliade

His idea of “visionary” literature seems corroded by
his idea of the apex of spec lit, as he implies it to be
the best of spec lit, created by mainstream writers.
When he says, “Visionary fiction may be a form of
speculative literature, but it is produced by
indisputably mainstream writers” (11), he is really
saying that the only academic (or respectable) facets
of visionary fiction stems from the fact that
mainstream writers produce it. For a small space
after that sentence, he admits that other, lesserknown authors also contribute to the sub-genre, and
14

that the connecting factor may be “some aspect of
the Ancient Wisdom in fictional guise” (11), but I
believe the perpetuated stereotype of spec lit (or
certain parts of it) as “better than” is cemented in
Algeo’s true definition of visionary literature.
Bloggers like Ara Ogle believe the modern spec
lit spawned from Wells, Lovecraft, and Tolkien,
leading to the creation of eras: Transition, Inheritors,
and Modern. She claims that the above-mentioned
founders set the pace, and writers like Clarke,
Bradbury, Herbert, and Asimov built the Transition
era, moving to “set precedents and create legacies
that all authors to come would follow” (Transition
sec., par. 1). Trailing the Transition, more writers like
Dick, Card, Rice, and McCaffrey “were heavily
influenced” by what came before and standardized
genre fiction in the 80’s and 90’s. Lastly, the Modern
era is still being shaped by those such as Joss
Whedon, George R.R. Martin, J.J. Abrams, and Neil
Gaiman, including other disputable contributions,
especially since “the genre is changing, remaking
itself even as we watch” (Ogle Modern Era Sec., par.
1). While overtly interesting in the evolution of spec
lit, Ogle’s article is still far from inclusive of diverse
writers, although she does mention N.K. Jemisin
15

among the Modern Era writers. Unfortunately,
bringing up one or two diverse writers seems
standard when discussing the stand-out works of
spec lit, even as it’s hailed as a medium for
expressing freedom from gender, class, and race
through fantastical symbols.
The use of the fantastic cannot be ignored,
and breeds many novels that are merely fantastic,
alleging little metaphorical value. Yet, the fantastic
and the allegories often combine, showcasing spec
lit’s ability to promote diversity. Through definitions
from known spec lit writers, Taneja considers the
value of the genre in relation to reality and identity.
As an Indian woman, she struggles “with restrictions
and biologically nonsensical rules, [while also]
dealing with aggression from males” (par. 9). In
response, she turned to spec lit, a genre she believes
undercuts all the issues in her life by reversing
expectations of the norm. She concludes, like many
others, that “inverting society in [stories] changes
both the writer and the reader and the world around
them a little bit” (par. 10). The satire present in
stories like The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
entertains readers, while also amplifying social
issues. As Taneja believes, genre writing “exposes
16

society and our lives in places that realistic fiction
can’t touch” (line 1). Thus, the ridiculousness of a
talking rat is useful in showing the ridiculousness of
something like war, or separation. Some might argue
it’s within spec lit’s interest to remain transient.
Likewise, Gill notes that while most literary genres
have defining characteristics, the mark of spec lit is
the proliferation of characteristics, of diversity (72). If
those like Gill and Taneja are correct, writers of all
backgrounds should take full advantage of the
inherent tools in order to explore reality, which by
default includes diverse themes. Through a
promotion of new writers, Nuff Said will undermine
the Western canon to publish and promote more
diverse writers, characters, themes, and plots,
beginning with this anthology.
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"It is not our differences that divide
us. It is our inability to recognize, accept,
and celebrate those differences." - Audre
Lorde
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Special
A short story by Rachel Cohen
Olympian gods, mark now my bedside lamp
Blown out; and be advised too late that he
Whom you call sire is stolen into the camp
Of warring Earth, and lies abed with me.
Edna St. Vincent Millay, Sonnet XII from Fatal Interview

One
"Isa, you are the best! You are so special, aren't you?
Aren't you?"
He put his hand on my head. He petted me. I sat on the
floor by his feet. I felt happy. He tugged at my ear. He said,
"There is nobody like you, Isa. Not in the whole world."
I called him Gabriel. Gabriel was not his real name. I
could not say his real name. It had music. It had colour. It
smelled nice.
Bleh snorted. Bleh was Gabriel's friend. Her real name
was not “Bleh.” I called her "Bleh" because I did not like her. I
thought, "bleh, bleh, bleh" at her. She did not like it.
"You are being absurd, Gabriel, to get so attached to this
creature," Bleh stood up, over me. She was so big when I was on
the floor. She was not that big when I stood too. Strange. She
spoke slowly. When she did not speak slowly, I did not get her.
So she spoke slowly. She wanted me to get her now.
"No, I am not," Gabriel glared at Bleh. "Isa is adorable.
Those blue eyes - the most beautiful girl on Earth, swear. She
took my breath away, when I first saw her. So beautiful."
He was lying. I was not beautiful. Gabriel was beautiful
– like the things I had at home. Things I played with. Eyes dark
like agates. Skin like gold. Lips like dark red inside a ruby …
20

Bleh too. She had opal skin, amethyst eyes, silver
threads of hair. As perfect as Gabriel.
I felt cold and sad. I rubbed against Gabriel's leg. I
whimpered. He put a hand on my head.
"It's disgusting," Bleh crossed her arms. "That you guys
treat Earth like some sort of farm for these things. Owning them
should be outlawed. At least they are not able to breed. That is a
blessing."
I was not able to breed. They called it "surgery." In the
surgery, Gabriel asked the doctor,
"Are you sure she would be all right? It won't harm her?
Wouldn't she want to have babies at some point? What if she
hates me for it?"
I felt sad. Gabriel felt said. So I felt sad too. I felt what
Gabriel felt.
Gabriel went with Bleh. They left the room. He came
back – I sat by the fireplace. Gabriel looked at the fireplace. The
fire lit up by itself.
"Don't be sad, Isa," Gabriel sat down and took me in his
arms. "She is pretty mean, huh?"
He rubbed his cheek against mine. He looked into my
eyes.
"I've got something for you." He put out his hand. A box
appeared in it. The box was red.
He opened the box and took out a collar which had rows
of diamonds with a sapphire set in the middle. It was shiny. I
gasped.
"You like it?" he kissed my cheek.
He snapped the collar around my neck.
"Now you can go out any time you like. If you ever get
lost, this," he touched the blue stone at my throat, "will lead you
right back. It's synched to the house and your brain implant." I
did not understand the last bit.
I wanted to show Gabriel that the gift made me happy. I
did not know how.
Gabriel kissed my wrist. He kissed my arm. He opened
my thin white tunic. I was naked now. Gabriel embraced me.
Gabriel loved me. I loved Gabriel. I was happy.
21

Two
"Isa, please." Gabriel was nearly begging me. "Please
pay attention."
I was attempting to concentrate, but I found the task
daunting. I wanted to say so to Gabriel, but only managed,
"I'm trying. I just don't think I can."
My thoughts always raced ahead of my words these
days. As if I could not keep up with myself. So – daunting.
"Of course you can, Isa! It's easy!" Now his displeasure
grew. I could not stand it; I began to cry.
"Oh, please don't cry, sweetheart." Gabriel dried my
tears with his lips. "I'm really sorry I started to lose it. It's just
that we've been doing it for two hours already..."
Two hours. Two hours only today. But we've been at it
for two weeks, in fact. And I have been with Gabriel for thirty
days. I could count days now, once he had taught me to count in
tens. I just had to remember that adding tens was like adding
apples. I much preferred to add apples. Or rubies. I had played
with rubies, back home - on Earth. Wherever that was. I
wondered why I did not remember much about my home, or
about how I came to live with Gabriel.
I stared out of the library window. It wasn't a window, as
such - merely a thickening of the air, but not something you
could pass through - penetrate - unless you knew the code and
the code was numbers that changed their shapes daily. That's
what my past was like to me. Foggy and impenetrable, like the
tasks that Gabriel set me.
Gabriel ruffled my hair, "You know what, don't worry
about it."
I hoped he would say, "Let's drop it," but he did not.
"Let's go out," he dislodged me from his lap. The library
armchairs in Gabriel's home were like leaves - green, gold,
russet. Did they have leaves outside, in their streets? I did not
know. I had never left Gabriel's house before.
"I'll buy you something pretty, and you'll feel better.
Then we’ll get right back to practicing," Gabriel, tugging me in
22

his wake, pressed his fingers to the foggy wall and it slid open
for him. I wished I could do that too.
Gabriel led me out down a sand path underneath the
softly tinkling crystal arches. The glass tunnel opened to a space
filled with the freshness of a breeze. Then spires, spirals, domes,
flickering lights, zooming things, colours exploded before me ...
I shied away, screaming, hands pressed to my eyes.
"Shhh, sweetheart," Gabriel held me close and laughed
into my ear, "you'll get used to it. It's a little like your forest, only
bigger. Think of it that way."
I peeked through my fingers. My forest was always the
same. These things surrounding me changed shapes constantly,
faster than shadows in the river current.
"That's right," Gabriel scratched me behind the ear, as if
I were a kitten, "think of it all as reflections in the current. You'll
learn to like it."
How did he know what I thought? Then again, Gabriel
knew everything. And if he knew everything, I was going to trust
him. I clasped his hand and we walked between the madly
swirling shapes.
After a while, I did get used to it. The swirling shapes
were houses. Not like the log cabin I had lived in - back on
Earth, Gabriel said - but houses.
"What's this place called?" I raised my head to the sky
filled with huge soap bubbles.
"Earth II. We weren't very creative about the name, I'm
afraid." Gabriel smoothed back my hair. "It glows golden, in this
light," he curled one strand down my shoulder, "like a halo.
Know what a halo is?"
"A circle of light around the head of an angel." I had no
idea how I knew the answer, but I did. "And an angel is a
mythical being ..." Gabriel laughed and cut me off with a kiss.
"A regular encyclopedia, arent'cha," he chuckled. "We'll
have so much fun together, you and I. You have no idea," he
pulled me after him down the street, his tunic clinging to his taut
body, and I tried to hang back mesmerised by the movement of
his lithe muscles. I was overcome with a strange sensation. To
shake it off, I pointed up at the bubbles above.
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"And what are these things?" The bubbles were rainbowcoloured and semi-transparent - iridescent.
"Landers. Just machines that fly you up. I'll take you for
a ride in one, soon. You probably do not remember that you
came here in one, so it will be all new and fun. Gives you a
whole new perspective, going up there."
Perspective. Here was a word I recognized. “From your
perspective, Gabriel?” Bleh had shouted. “Guess what, from my
perspective, you belong in prison. I am so done covering your
ass.” That must have been a week ago. They were having a
screaming match downstairs.
Gabriel stopped suddenly and pulled me into a dark
cavern, lit with torches. This place was exactly like my forest,
overgrown with flowers and filled with gentle sounds of distant
water.
"It's a restaurant," he whispered. "Just a cute place to eat
food, is all."
The cavern was filled with people, but I could barely
make them out in the gloom. We sat down on a huge lily pad, its
pink-tinged flower rose between us and Gabriel picked up a
fluted seashell as big as his hand.
"I know what you'd like," he declared. His fingers ran
across something invisible, pulling things out of the air, and then
a large orchid floated up to me. The petals opened, dark crimson
and opulent, and the flower's paler heart breathed with ineffable
sweetness. Gabriel broke off a petal and brought it to my lips.
"Eat!" he commanded. I bit off a piece. It crunched
moistly, it tasted of strawberries and lemon, but also honey and
the green in the tightly folded bud of a snowdrop. I heard music,
as if a waterfall became a harp, and a wind played on its watery
strings.
"Stop," I burst into tears. "It's too much."
Gabriel wove his fingers with mine,
"Sensory overload, nothing more. You'll get used to it, I
promise. Give it a chance."
"No," my whole body shook. The walls came closer. I
heard laughter, and I knew that everybody was laughing at me.
"Take me home," my voice rose uncontrollably.
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"Quiet, Isa," Gabriel slapped his hand lightly on the
table. "Listen to me. You'll get used to it. Unless, of course, you
run away and hide every time something new happens to you.
That was exactly what I wanted to do. Run away, hide
and never come out again. But I could not contradict Gabriel. I
just couldn't.
Later on, when we came out, Gabriel held me close to
him and we glided on the moving pavement.
"Look," he pointed suddenly.
A pair of legs stood in a glass shop-window. From the
toes to the thighs, they were the prettiest things I had ever seen.
Their skin a satiny silver, and the toes perfect little pearls.
"Would you like them?" Gabriel asked and lifted my
face by the chin.
"What do you mean, like them? These are legs. What
would I do with another pair of legs?"
"Come on," Gabriel dragged me into the store.
A shop girl's holo floated to us. Black coils of hair
moved around her head, like angry snakes.
"I would like this pair for my friend," Gabriel indicated
the legs.
"I am sorry, but that would be impossible. We cannot
give the legs to her. Given her ..." the woman paused, and I
caught the anger streaming from Gabriel.
The woman finished smoothly,
"Given your friend's limitations, we are not qualified to
perform the graft. She would simply not survive the surgery, to
have the new legs. She is not fit."
Gabriel opened his mouth to argue, but I tugged on his
arm. "Can we just go home? Please?"
Gabriel agreed with a short nod, glared at the woman
smiling impassively, and turned to leave. On the edge of my
hearing I heard sharp, confusing sounds, but – if I could trust my
hearing – I heard the woman say something that sounded very
much like, “pervert.”
Back home, I clenched my teeth, and buckled down to it.
If that woman saw me struggle this way, she'd call me something
nasty too. I wanted to show her. All right, not her, and not even
Bleh, but I wanted to do something that would make them stop
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despising me so completely. Determined, I bent over the screen,
trying to remember what Gabriel had been telling me.
"M-O ... MO," I managed.
"Yes!" Gabriel shouted. "You are getting it! Go on, keep
going."
"MO ... M ... Mom?" I asked, shocked. "This says,
"Mom"? With these little things?"
"Yes, Isa, yes!" Gabriel grabbed me and pulled me into
his lap, wove his fingers through my hair. "Didn't I tell you were
special? You'll learn to read in no time!" I knew what he thought,
though: I picked it up. He thought, "Three hours to read ‘Mom?’
Really?"
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Three
"Isa! Isa!" I heard Gabriel calling for me at the door. I
rushed out to meet him. I felt terrible. Never before had I failed
to meet him on his return home. Now that I had been learning to
read, I found myself lost in a story more and more often.
Yes, under Gabriel's tutelage, over the past three weeks,
I had progressed from reading single words, like "Mom," to
picture books, then to chapter books, and now I could read a
great deal.
Gabriel did not seem upset at my lapse, however. He
pulled me down to make me sit with him by the fireplace. The
fire sprung up. I wondered how Gabriel did it. Surely, a fire
could not light up by itself? Especially if there was no wood in
the fireplace?
"Listen to this, Isa! I entered you in a competition!"
"What ... what competition? Do I have to go out?" I
hoped I did not have to go out.
"Oh, you'll love it. And you'll have a whole month to
prepare. It's easy anyway. Just a bit of reading, some math, a few
other questions. Cakewalk."
"I don't want to, Gabriel," I tried to scuttle away from
him, but he locked me in his embrace.
"Of course you do! Besides, I've already made a bet that
you'd win. It's really important to me. I'm not concerned about
your reading," Gabriel was already undressing me, "but your
math - should polish that up a touch, in the next few days. Don't
fret."
Math was hard. The numbers seemed to crawl away
from me when I tried to make sense of them, and, eventually, my
fingers and apples were no help counting, because I had run out
of fingers and apples. And the constant incredulity in Gabriel's
face was hard too. He kept trying to be encouraging, but I knew
that he did not really believe that someone could be as stupid as I
was.
"Don't worry about it," Gabriel whispered again, as his
lips slid down my breasts. My breath caught. Now I knew what
feeling he induced in me. It was called "melting passion," in
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those books I have come to read and love - romances. Our limbs
entwined, and I was transported to the realm of heavenly bliss on
the wings of desire. And, when I woke up the next morning, I
knew that he was my destiny, and that I would do anything at all
to please him. Even if it was math I had to do.
That night in bed, after a day filled with fractions,
functions and equations, I wanted to tell him, finally, how much
I loved him.
"I read a poem," I put my head on Gabriel's shoulder. "It
was beautiful. Just listen,"
“Call out your golden hordes, the harm is done.
Enraptured in his great embrace I lie;
Shake heaven with spears, but I shall bear a son,
Branded with godhead, heel and brow and thigh.”
Gabriel traced my cheek. I waited for him to comment,
but he did not.
"You really find it beautiful, Isa?" was all he asked.
I wasn't sure why his reaction had brought tears to my
eyes. I no longer felt like the finishing the poem for him,
however. So I turned away, and all I said to him was,
"Yes. I do."
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Four
The competition was only two days away, and Gabriel
claimed that I was ready. My ass I was. I hardly knew anything.
There was so much to learn, I was an absolute babe in the
woods. What did Gabriel think, he just had to look at me and
say,
"Darling, all will be well," and reality would instantly
arrange itself to his satisfaction?
Too bad life wasn't a two-bit romance, where it all
worked out because the main character was a well-hung
millionaire.
I roughly wiped off the holo the book I had picked up for
its unusually bland grey cover. Romances, hell. Who could stand
to read this idiotic dross? My preference, lately, had switched to
textbooks. And, even if these were slow going, I was determined
to get on by myself. It was too shameful, how little I knew and
understood. But I wasn't going to give Gabriel yet another
chance to look down on me.
I was studying in the library as usual, its walls melting
into a blooming garden that was part real garden and part holo,
when Bleh came to see me. The house let her in.
"Reading, are you?"
I jumped. I did not hear her come in. She carried with
her the shimmer of spring, with its sudden foaming of blossoms
and warm winds. I could barely see her through the blast of
sunshine that enveloped her, to blind me with its radiance. She
noticed the effect, and laughed.
"Let me turn it off for you. Or you'll just gibber in your
awe and not make any sense."
Now I could see her as though she was just like me. Not
quite like me, much more beautiful, but not the goddess of spring
either. I had read that you could do things like that in
BrainSpace. Create illusions that affected others. The virtual
BrainSpace network covered the entire world. Anyone with a
brain implant could plug into it. That was why they did not have
to say things out loud. That was how they controlled their
environment, too. Except I had tried accessing the BrainSpace
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and it didn't work for me. So why could I see the illusion she was
creating?
"You set too much store by your stupendous beauty," I
smiled at Bleh. "You can hardly credit yourself for your
surgeon's skill. And BrainSpace is helping with the illusion, I
have no doubt."
Bleh stared at me, as if I were Balaam's donkey.
"You know about BrainSpace? I hope he's not letting
you use it, the fool?"
I shrugged a non-committal shoulder. Was Bleh telling
me that I could use BrainSpace, in fact? And why did I ever
think that Bleh was hard to understand? She spoke normally.
Bleh frowned and stepped closer to me, pointed at my
book.
"The Feynman Lectures on Physics," she scoffed.
"So?" I adjusted my tunic that left me as good as naked,
while Bleh was wrapped in an opaque dark sheath covered in
twinkling embroidery. "I know Feynman's book is old and
incomplete, but it's a great foundation for getting the grip on the
modern science."
"What do you think, you could educate yourself, and be
just like Gabriel?" Bleh moved in, menacing. We were almost
exactly the same height. What was she going to do, fight me?
"You will end badly, Isa. I know all these stories." She
indicated the library panel. "If you haven't come across the one
about Zeus and Semele, check it out. She thought she could love
a god as well."
"Gabriel is not a god." I had never argued with anyone
before. But I found myself being able to counter everything she
was saying, and the ideas that have been crowding inside my
head pushed to spill out of my mouth.
"From where you stand, he might as well be," Bleh
turned up her lovely nose. "They are discussing your kind on the
news now. God, I hope everyone finally sees how appalling the
whole thing is, and that it gets stopped."
"Is that what you came to tell me?"
"Yes." Bleh looked at me, steadily, and a splitting
headache assailed me. Could Bleh do it - give me a headache?
How?
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"Believe it or not," Bleh added over her shoulder, "I pity
you. With all my heart. I think men like Gabriel should not be
allowed to do what they are doing. I think it's a crime. It's just a
matter of time before everyone sees it for what it actually is."
She crossed the moss-green carpet of the library, the
foggy panels split to let her out, and I was left jabbing frantically
at the holovid, hoping to catch the news. As usual, the images
did not make any sense to me, but I already expected that.
Perhaps, if I concentrated really hard, I could figure it out. At
least, one day. For now, however, I switched to a plain text
channel.
"The Commission on Artificial Intelligence and Minority
Affairs has been petitioned, yet again, to re-assess the protocols
that govern the intellectually-impaired."
Intellectually-impaired. I brought a hand to my mouth in
shock. Is that who I was? Just because I came from another
planet, not their fancy Earth II? But Gabriel and I weren't that
different, after all. He was no god. He was just like me, flesh and
bone. They had no right to call me impaired, simply because I
was starting out a little bit late. Because I had lived in the woods,
like an animal.
"New legislation is being considered. It will restrict the
scope of permissible interactions ..." I turned off the news. They
could come out and say it. They were attempting to outlaw any
interactions with the “intellectually-impaired” – even speaking to
us. Like the pariahs in India I had read about.
I went to bed, and when Gabriel came home I did not go
out to meet him. Instead, I pretended to be asleep, and we did not
talk at all until the next day. That had never happened before.
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Five
The day of the competition, I felt ill.
"It's just anxiety," Gabriel reassured me. "Here." He
stared into my eyes, and I suddenly felt better. Of course. He had
given me access to BrainSpace, after all, and he controlled my
brain implant. Now Gabriel had triggered my dopamine
receptors, and tricked my body into a sense of pleasure and
security. If I could hate anyone, I would have hated him for
hijacking my thoughts in this way, but he had still made me
happier.
He insisted that I wear a tight-fitting gold tunic – really
short and low-cut – and put on the collar.
"But I am not going anywhere on my own, I won't get
lost," I pointed out.
"So what? Don't you like it? It looks so pretty on you.
Makes your eyes really shine." Gabriel looked at me closely.
"You've been ... different lately. Is something bothering you?"
No shit something was bothering me. All these things I
wanted to say to him. Like, "who died and made you emperor?"
"What makes you think you own me?" "Who the hell do you
think you are?"
Wordlessly, I picked up my hair off my neck, and
Gabriel clasped the collar around it.
"Gorgeous," he said, and kissed me on the lips, but the
kiss did nothing for me. It was exactly like hundreds of other
kisses he had given me. Dull, predictable and unasked-for.
Gabriel flew me to the competition in a lander. I stared
silently at the multi-coloured thronged streets below and
wondered when I would be able to fly a lander myself.
When we entered the echoing marble of the competition
hall, I nearly fainted. I noticed another girl just like me - a tiny
tunic with cut-outs over her thighs, a massive ruby collar and
wildly curled red hair - and watched her grow pale and crumple
to the floor.
Gabriel placed me by a column in the rotunda and told
me to wait for him. As soon as he had gone, Bleh came up to me
out of nowhere.
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With her, she had a young man - blond, slight, and with
an air of quiet concentration about him that I found endearing.
"So he is going for it after all, the fool," Bleh said to me
nastily. "He is convinced you are going to win against Tristan."
She indicated her companion.
He looked away from me, and did not say anything. He
seemed just as ashamed to be here as I was.
"You can go," Bleh turned to Tristan. "Wait for me
somewhere else, I'll call you when I need you." Tristan went off,
obedient. Dear god, what did she do, lobotomize the boy?
This time, I did not shy away from the nasty thought, I
relished it.
"You know what the bet Gabriel's bet with me was, Isa?"
Bleh asked adjusted her silver hair.
"What? That I lose?"
"Yes, of course. But the stakes ... if you lose, Gabriel is
supposed to let you go."
"Let me go … where?"
"Well, wherever ..." Bleh smiled.
"You can't do that. You can't do that to a person!" I did
not believe her. "Nobody's waiting for me at home. My parents
are probably dead, I barely remember my siblings ..."
"So what?" Bleh shrugged. "There are shelters for the
likes of you. Your kind gets let go all the time, when you grow
old and tiresome eventually."
That was not true. I wasn't sure how I knew, but I knew.
When a master chose you, you stayed with them forever. It was
an "until death do us part" kind of proposition.
My eyes filled with tears, but I held them back.
"Gabriel would never get rid of me. You are lying. He
did not bet that."
"Oh, dear," Bleh laughed, "Gabriel is a gambler. I've
seen him bet his underpants, lose, and walk out of the game
naked. Besides, what's the big deal? If you go, he'll get another
one, just like you. Only younger."
"And what about you, Bleh?" For the first time ever, I
said the name out loud. Her jaw set; her eyes narrowed.
"You insolent, little ..." she began.
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"I see you've got your own little toy," I cut her off. I was
barreling down the hill now, brakes flapping in the wind. I had
no idea where the metaphor had come from. Something I read.
"Tristan? You seemed to think this kind of arrangement
disgusting, as I recall."
"I don't have to explain myself to you, Isa." Bleh did not
call me Isa, she said no name out loud. Instead, an image of dirt
popped up in my mind. She must have connected to my brain
implant again. I had to find out how to block those BrainSpace
intrusions that left me powerless.
"Of course not, Bleh!" This time, not only did I call her
"Bleh" out loud, I raised my voice. A few people turned. Bleh
flushed. "I was merely pointing out an inconsistency in your
world view."
I crossed my arms on my chest, smirked at her, and
realized that I was wildly enjoying the confrontation.
Bleh informed me, “Tristan is special.”
"Aren't we all."
"Fine, don't believe me. But go ahead with this
competition. See what happens to you. If Gabriel is as enchanted
with you as you clearly believe him to be, what's the harm?"
Then, without any warning, Bleh's face folded into a
startled frown. As if she had heard something I did not, and it
had completely changed her mind about me.
"No," she folded her hands in front of her in
supplication, "I am really sorry. Forget I said that! Please. Look.”
Images flooded my brain. I made out flowers, birds, two girls in
a garden ... friendship. She was offering me friendship. I stepped
back, stunned. She despised me. Why would she offer me
friendship?
She responded to my thoughts, "I really can't explain
now, but please trust me. You have to win. I'll tell Tristan to lose
to you. It's not what you think anyway, Tristan and me."
I did want to know what was so special about her
relationship with Tristan, but I did not get the chance. Gabriel
came back, pecked me on the cheek tenderly, and led me away.
He did not say anything to Bleh, but he had flashed an image at
her as we departed. In my anxious state, I read it. It was
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unbelievably obscene, translating to something like, "I'm gonna
win, and you'll have to spread."
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Six
The competition was absurdly easy, at the start. It was
supposed to last two days - something Gabriel had neglected to
mention, and we'd be sleeping at the centre. Just didn't occur to
him to ask if I'd be all right rooming with a bunch of strangers.
The first day was about verbal comprehension, with
seven of us in the group. Tristan, me, the ruby-collared girl who
had fainted earlier (her name was Magda), two men, Silvio and
Troy, and two women, Alanna and Cora. The white-haired,
large-breasted Cora giggled her way through the first set of
questions, saying, in particular, that "rambunctious" had
something to do with buns or bread, and that "wanton" was a
dumpling. She was quickly dismissed by the robot examiner - a
square canister that sat on the floor in the large, airy and empty
room with only grey soft chairs for furniture. The robot spoke in
a simulated voice and recorded our answers.
Alanna did not do much better, her downfall having been
"juxtaposition" and, hilariously, "philosophy." How could you
fail to get "philosophy"? "Love, wisdom," from the Greek, so
"the love of wisdom." A moment later I remembered myself
taking two hours to read "Mom" - I had no right to laugh at any
of this.
We broke for lunch.
The red-haired girl, Magda, sat quietly in the corner of
the dining room and prodded at her plate of food. I joined her.
"Cheer up," I told her. "It's all pretty silly anyway. Just
the masters' way of amusing themselves."
"No," Magda shook her head sadly, "it is a lot of money.
It's a big deal." The sentences she used were short and clipped
and she still made a tiny pause before each word, as if not certain
it was the right one. Now that my own speech flowed easily, I
could not help being struck by the difference.
"My ... master ... never told me about a monetary prize. I
suppose his level of wealth makes the award immaterial," I
pulled a dish of transparent green balls towards me, picked one
up and bit. Like a prism, it broke the light into rainbows, and
tasted of sea breeze and summer shadows.
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"What?" Magda stared at me, a spoon half-way to her
mouth. "What do you say?"
"Never mind," I patted her bare arm. I turned to face her,
to make things easier. "So your master cares about the money?"
"Mistress. She is old. She is poor. She needs money.
Surgery. Or she dies. I go to someone else, to a shelter. And
she," Magda dropped her voice and leaned to my ear, "spent a lot
on me. Enhanced me.”
"What do you mean, enhanced you?" It was as if a cold
finger trailed down my spine.
Magda's golden eyelashes flapped. Her hazel eyes
widened.
"You know. You are enhanced. Right? You are really
smart. I can tell. Enhanced."
I sprang up and ran out of the dining hall nearly
bumping into the white forest of spindly columns on my way
out. "Enhanced!" "Enhanced!" How come I had no idea? How
could I be enhanced without me knowing? But of course I had
been changing. I dimly remembered the fog I had lived in, where
I did not distinguish between words and days.
I found myself in a cool corridor hung with portraits of
people in ancient dresses.
"Ada Lovelace," I read the inscription below the one of a
young woman decked out in a trailing veil, a fan in her gloved
hands. "Norbert Wiener," a mustachioed man in a suit and tie.
Bleh would have looked great here, with her flawless face and
jeweled eyes. So would Gabriel. The two of them were
outrageous. Doing things to me without my knowledge or
consent. Making me a subject of their sick bet.
I slammed into the dining hall, the bang of the door
echoing through it like thunder, marched up to Magda.
"You will have your money," I leaned over her. "I will
let you win."
Magda looked up at me, breathing hard. Her lips parted,
her mouth invited like the middle of a flower waiting for a bee. I
suddenly understood Gabriel, who saw what he liked and took
what he wanted. I looked away.
"You'll win, Magda," I repeated on my way out, "I'll see
to that."
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After lunch, Silvio and Troy were eliminated. Silvio did
not know many of the words he had been asked and seemed
confused. Troy just did not give a damn. He barely listened,
played with his long auburn hair, flexed his muscles, and was
visibly relieved when he was told to step out.
Magda went next. Even if her speech had been slow, she
clearly knew quite a lot already. Even when she did not know
"phonendoscope," she figured out that it had something to do
with sound.
Tristan came up after Magda. I haven't heard him speak
before, and I was surprised by his rapid-fire staccato. Except he
was obviously taking a piss. Made a game of it. Tried to come up
with the exact opposite of whatever the word meant. So he said
that "gelid" was "hot," and "meritorious" was "total crap," but
the word "crustacean" had him stumped for a bit. He finally
decided on "snowy owl." True, "white, fluffy and airborne" was
the opposite of "black, hard and living underwater," but
"crustacean" was a subphylum, not a species. How sloppy, I
chuckled to myself.
We were all being asked one hundred words, so I did not
bother with the first eighty, and scored perfectly. On the last
twenty, I let myself go. To place below Magda, I had to get all of
them wrong, so, instead of opposites, I went with rhymes. Said
that "intrepid" was "tepid," and "filigree" was "degree."
With Tristan eliminated, and me obviously letting her
win, Magda was overjoyed. She went to bed early and Tristan
and I walked through the deserted corridors. We climbed a
staircase up to the old observatory. It was empty now, and we sat
on the floor and looked through the glass overhead at the night
sky.
"So you have elected not to win?" Tristan scuffed at the
old cracked tiles. Nobody came up here much, I figured.
"Are you from Earth too? And enhanced?"
"I don't remember," Tristan looked away. His tunic slid
down over his sharp shoulder blades. "I could remember, I
suppose, but I don't want to. So I'd rather not talk about it."
"Why don't you want to remember?"
"I just don't," he turned to me, large blue eyes darkened
by anger, "Marguerite rescued me."
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Marguerite, I gathered, was his name for Bleh. It suited
her - she was hard and scintillating, like a pearl.
"What's your deal with Marguerite," I demanded, "are
you lovers?"
Tristan stood up.
"My business is my business, not yours. But if
Marguerite says you should win, you should."
Now I jumped up too, faced him belligerently.
"I'll do whatever I damn please," I shouted. "I'm done
being told what do. Done! Done! Done!"
I was wracked by sobs that came out of nowhere. Tristan
grabbed me by the shoulders, brought his face close to mine,
"Nobody wants to hurt you," he shook me. "You are just
being dramatic. If Marguerite is telling you to win, you should."
"Why?" Tristan's breath was hot on my cheek. I
suddenly thought that Gabriel was the only man I had ever been
with.
"They can work out the possibilities we are too stupid to
contemplate," Tristan tightened his arms around me. "They do
know what's best for us. Whereas we are not much better than
their pets."
"Then how about you stop being her pet," I brushed his
lips with mine and pushed him away. "I know that I'm done
being one, for sure."
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Seven
In math, I got carried away, at first. This competition
started you out on the simplest problems (how much is thirteen
times ninety-seven?; duh, twelve sixty-one, in decimal), and
then, before you knew it, progressed to far more complex math
and did not stop until you did. I was bent over my holovid,
punching in my solution to a system of a differential equations,
when I caught Magda's look of alarm. The others sat bent over
their panels, and I rose, laughed and kicked over my chair.
"Done," I mouthed at Tristan. Suddenly, he winked at me and
blew me a kiss.
I walked out of the large dark doors, grinning, and was
nose to nose with Gabriel.
Involuntarily, I took a step back. His eyebrows were
drawn, his arms were crossed. He wasn't going to hit me, was
he?
"Try," I felt my hands ball into fists, "just try hitting me.
I'll scratch your face off."
He threw back his head and laughed. Then he grabbed
me, threw me over his shoulder and simply walked off, while I
ineffectually pounded his back nearly weeping in humiliation.
He carried me through the fence of dark-green cedar trees out
into the sun-dappled yard filled with landers, brought me over to
his lander and strapped me in.
"Hey," a woman who looked very much like Marguerite
ran up to him, "you can't do that. She is not chattel. I'm reporting
you. That's abuse."
Gabriel shrugged, muttered, "You go ahead and do that,"
clambered into the lander, and the bubble immediately rose into
the sky.
"Are you out of your mind?" he spoke quietly, his hands
on the lander controls. "Have I ever hurt you? Ever? Why would
you even suggest that I'd hit you?"
"You just carried me out," I stared out of the window, at
the floating spires and marzipan domes below. Theirs was a
beautiful city. Far more beautiful than my forest. "Against my
will."
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"Sorry, but I did not feel like having you make a scene in
front of everyone. I've been fending off reporters ever since
you've started your little show-off campaign. And yeah, thanks
for not banging Tristan right with everyone watching."
"You were watching us?" I nearly leapt out of my chair.
I would have throttled him, if I could. "How dare you! Who gave
you permission?"
"Oh, Isa," Gabriel lowered the lander to the ground in
front of his house, "you talk as if you have rights. To freedom, to
privacy, to anything at all. Do I need to remind you that only a
few months ago you couldn't read your own name?"
"I hate you," I jumped out of the lander. Headed back to
the house through the crystal arch.
"For what?" Gabriel caught up to me easily, "For making
you everything you could be? Showing you the world? Giving
you the power to choose? What, exactly, do you hate me for?"
I slowed down. Pushed at the foggy wall.
"The code today is pi to the ninth digit," Gabriel said
behind me. I saw the numbers' shapes, thickened curlicues of
fog, and pressed my finger to each in turn, 3.1415 ...The panels
slid open, the green moss of the library carpet flattened under my
feet.
"It's a pretty nice world we live in, Isa," Gabriel stood
close, not touching me. I was glad I was not seeing his face right
now. It would have distracted me. "I honestly thought you'd
enjoy it. And if you've come to realise that you hate me for it ...
if you'd rather be with someone else, like Tristan ... I'd let you
go. I don't know what you've imagined, but you are clearly
wrong."
"Why did you make me go through the stupid
competition?" Gabriel was not touching me. I had a feeling that
he wouldn't touch me uninvited any more. I twisted my fingers
together. My palms were slick with sweat, and my fingers
trembled.
"I wanted to prove to everyone that enhancing you
wasn't doing you any harm. I wanted to keep going. There's so
much you don't know, don't understand. I wanted to share it with
you. Is that so wrong? When you read me that poem ... I really ...
Watch this," he grazed my shoulder lightly.
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He drew his hand in a circle before us. I heard music,
distant, celestial, but it was connected to the shapes I was seeing
in front of me. They had an exact geometry, but they carried
meaning, and their beauty was so potent, it was like the first time
I had gone out and was blinded by the lights. But I was missing
most of it, I realised. I knew it was there, I knew I wanted it, but
I could no more grasp it fully than I could read Kant in the days
when spelling out "mom" was a problem.
"Where is that?" I asked hungrily. I reached out my hand
to touch it, but it wasn't there, my fingers passed through
nothing.
"BrainSpace," Gabriel pulled me down on the rug in
front of the library fireplace.
"I want it too," I turned, finally, to face Gabriel, and I
could not tear my eyes away from his lips. I wanted to taste him,
I wanted to make him mine, so he would stay still and let me to
do to him everything I wanted.
"You can't have the full BrainSpace," a vein beat at the
base of Gabriel's throat, "I've given you the most powerful brain
implant your brain could handle, and it is still not enough. I'd
need to change your DNA for that, and I lack the means. Bleh,"
he grinned at me, "as you love calling her, can make DNA
manipulation legal, for your kind. She has a great deal of
political clout. I thought I'd sway her. You would have been an
ideal test case. If you weren't born on your stupid little Earth ..."
"Why did you go looking for me?" I jumped up, pointed
an accusing finger at him. "I was fine on my stupid Earth, in my
stupid little forest. Who the hell are you? Dr. Frankenstein? And
what is my kind, after all? And yours?"
Gabriel rubbed his hand tiredly over his face. He stared
at the empty fireplace, lit it.
"That's BrainSpace too?" I stretched my hand to the
flames. They felt real. "The flame's a holo rendering?"
"Yeah," Gabriel said, "and the heat emission is from the
solar panels. The trouble with learning on your own," he brought
up a holovid, "is the gaps you leave. Take a look."
"Proceedings of the XXII Annual Conference on
Artificial Intelligence," I read the title. Since Gabriel was not
telling me what to look for, I flipped to a random page.
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"Artificial Intelligence beings, or AIs," I read, "even
now demonstrate the capacity to outstrip humanity, given the
inherent differences in processing power between a human and
an artificial brain. You made us?" I lifted my eyes at Gabriel.
"We are supposed to outstrip you? We have a capacity for it?"
"No." Gabriel's tanned face grew pale. "You got it
wrong. The first AIs were bio-engineered. Now we are born, the
way humans used to be. Turned out to be much simpler than
growing things in vats, but our DNA is different - better bodies,
better brains, and the cyber-enhancements on top of it. Plus the
BrainSpace, a network we all share. And then a mutated virus AIs could handle it, but humans ... reverted. Destruction of
cognitive function all-around."
"What?" I had to make a conscious effort to get my lips
moving. "The other way around? I am human and you are ...
what ... a robot? A thing?" My voice rose to a near shriek.
"I'm not a 'thing'," Gabriel hit the carpet with his fist.
"When I first brought you over, you could barely speak! I'm not
'a thing'!"
"All right," I took a deep breath, "let's say I buy it.
Natural course of history. Humans make AIs, AIs take over the
world, humans regress. Fine. Then why do what you did to me?
Why not let me stay where I was?" In my agitation, I ran around
the library.
"There was always talk of bringing humans back,"
Gabriel stayed immobile and watched me. "You did it for us. We
see ourselves as human now. Not like we are aliens. I am a
neurosurgeon. I thought it was possible. You scored the highest
on the intelligence test."
"What, the highest on Earth?" I felt my mouth twist
bitterly.
"All right, a few others scored as high as you did. But I
could not have brought them to live here with me."
I sat back down by Gabriel,
"Meaning you wouldn't enjoy fucking the others quite as
much?"
"You are one sarcastic bitch now, you know that?" he
leaned close to me again.
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"Fine," I put a hand on his shoulder, looked into his
eyes. "Got it. Our brain failure is not your fault, you only wanted
the best, you are the trailblazer. So, what's the problem? You've
enhanced me this far. Keep going. I am all for it." I drew a finger
down his cheek. "Don't you want me as your equal?"
"I do," Gabriel lay back, caught my hand in his, "I do.
Very, very much."
"Then make me so," it was I who kissed him this time. It
was I who wove a hand into his hair and pushed him back. And
when I ripped off his clothes and straddled him, that was when I
finally found out what the big-deal "melting passion" was really
all about.
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Eight
In the next two days, I pestered Gabriel relentlessly.
"When can I have full BrainSpace access?" "When are you going
to do another surgery on me?" "What about DNA changes, how
does that work?" "What's happening?"
For two days, Gabriel avoided my questions, and, on the
third day, when I was determined to confront him, he simply did
not come home. I had no idea where he would have gone. I spent
a sleepless night and then, in the morning, I ran into the yard and
saw his lander standing with its door wide open.
"Take me to Bleh," I thought at the lander controls. Then
I tried "Marguerite." Nothing happened. I concentrated. Inside
my mind, her name blossomed, with its scents and complicated
harmonics. I had learned her real name, and now my brain was
finally good enough to use it.
The lander took off, past the swirls of green canals and
buildings that shuffled through holovid illusions, each stamped
with an unmistakable design. You could not get lost in this city
anyway, BrainSpace would simply lead you to your destination,
if you ever became sidetracked. The lander flew on its own,
Marguerite's address in its navigation system from before.
Even before I touched down, I spotted Marguerite in the
yard below. Her house was even bigger than Gabriel's, a white
intricately folded tea rose in the frame of lush greenery.
As I climbed out, she watched me, unmoving.
"What," I strode up to her, "you are not surprised?"
"I know why you came, Isa. I am sorry. You will not see
Gabriel again."
"Why not?" Was she trying to separate us because she
had a thing for Gabriel? Did he really bet her sex? I had
forgotten to ask.
"He is in jail," Marguerite's shoulders slumped. "Trial of
the century."
"Because he enhanced me?" I felt like grabbing her and
shaking her. I could not afford to. I had to keep my cool. "I'll
testify. That I gave my consent. That I want more."
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"You could not have given your consent when he first
started," Marguerite turned towards the house. "You were barely
potty-trained."
"Thanks," I said, "most tactful of you. Look, it's not our
humans' fault that we have been attacked by a virus. Now a cure
is available. I want what you have. Is that too much to ask?"
"Yes, yes it is!" Marguerite shouted, her face contorted
with hatred.
"Why do you hate me so much?" I took a step back.
"Because you wanted to sleep with Gabriel?"
"What?" Marguerite stared. "No. He wanted me to
advocate for him. To think I came this close ..." she pressed her
fingers together. "You better leave, Isa. I don't want to hate you,
goodness knows. It's not right, to hate a creature so intellectually
inferior. But I don't think I can stand talking to you much
longer."
"Why?" I stubbornly followed her to the house. "Why
can't you stand me? Fine. Tell me how to find Gabriel, then and
I'll go see him."
"You can't see Gabriel." Marguerite was crying openly
now, tears streaming down her face. Her eyes were just like
mine, made for seeing, weeping and blinking. Not grown in a
vat. So she had lucked out with better DNA and better neurons.
Why wouldn't she help me? "As for what I have against you ..."
"Do you read my thoughts?" I asked quickly. "Because I
found out how to block others out."
"No, I can no longer access your implant, that's right.
But there's an app for variance computation in BrainSpace,"
Marguerite reached the house entrance. "Perfectly adequate for
predicting the future, at least as far as humans are concerned.
You are not that complicated, Isa, you know."
I must have gasped avidly when I heard this, because
Marguerite added,
"You'll never be able to use it. You brain is not built for
that level of upgrades."
"Then give me the upgrades," I stomped my foot,
"Gabriel said you were going to push through a bill that would
allow to modify humans genetically."
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"Follow me," Marguerite pressed her palm to the wall,
and a glass bell of an elevator welcomed us.
We descended two levels, and went into what looked
like an operating room, exactly like the one from my sterilization
surgery. On a table in the middle of the room lay a body covered
with a white sheet. Marguerite hung back. I walked forward on
my own and lifted the sheet. The body was Tristan. He looked
exactly as he had when I first saw him, but it was obvious he
would never concentrate on anything again. He was dead.
"What did you do?" I whispered to Marguerite. "Did you
enhance him? Past what was permissible? Why couldn't you
wait? Gabriel said he was going to wait, why couldn't you?"
"Tristan didn't let me wait," Marguerite screamed. "He
said he was done being my pet. You put him up to this. You! I
told you that you had to win. I was willing to be your friend,
even. Had you won, we would have pushed through the bill, and
none of this would have happened. But with your posturing
about 'not being a pet' on every network, nobody was going to
lend this bill support."
"I didn't ..." another bit of a puzzle clicked into place,
"Gabriel did the surgery. To buy you off. So you'd work on
letting humans be genetically modified even if nobody else
would support it. He still hoped. He killed Tristan. That's why
he's in prison. Did he know Tristan could die?"
"No," Marguerite stepped out of the room, turned off the
lights, "you two were the first of the kind. Nobody else's
enhancement level could compare. But, of course Gabriel'd never
make you the test case. He loves you."
The haunting words swam up in my memory, and said
them out loud to Marguerite,
" ... but I shall bear a son
Branded with godhead, heel and brow and thigh.
Whom think not to bedazzle or confound
With meteoric splendours or display
Of blackened moons or suns or the big sound
Of sudden thunder on a silent day."
"I will never bear Gabriel a son," I grabbed Marguerite's
arm. "In the forest ... I don't know what humans do in the forest,
I suppose you take care of it for us, but as a pet, I had to be
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sterilized. I am sorry you lost Tristan. I am sorry he is dead. But
you cannot rob an entire race of their birth right. We made you.
We, humans, made you. You owe us, even if you are not the
ones who caused the damage."
"I owe you no such thing," Marguerite ripped her arm
back, blew her nose noisily on the hem of her tunic. Her snot
looked very human. Her hatred had been very human too. Maybe
she hated me so much because I was the living proof that the AI
were not gods. That one bad virus could send them back into
forests, to play with shiny trinkets and understand nothing.
"What's going to happen to me?" I asked. "I can't go
back into the woods. I can't revert to living that way. And I'm not
the only one being enhanced, there are others. Surely, the AIs
will see ..."
"The enhancements will stop," Marguerite swayed from
side to side, leaned against the wall. "We lack the humans'
arrogance. We cannot take on the fate of an entire race. We'll
leave you humans to your own devices. You'll be returned to
Earth, where you came from. I told you about Zeus and Semele,
but you wouldn't listen. At least you didn't die. There's a
blessing."
"But," I stretched my arms out to her.
"No," Marguerite took me by the elbow and pushed me
out into the yard, "go home, Isa. The agents will come for you.
You are going back. You and all the others. You cannot be pets,
but you cannot be our equals either.
"And Gabriel?" I whispered. I was already next to my
lander. I knew I would never persuade her.
"He'll live. Probably will get away with a huge fine and
losing his license, but that's about it. Not like he killed a person,
you know." Marguerite's face was a mask of grief.
"It's wrong," I whispered, strapped into the seat. "Just
wrong. Someone will see it. Things will be different, they have
to be."
"Perhaps," Marguerite lingered by the lander door. "And
when they do, they will write a tragic story about you, you know.
Star-crossed lovers and all the other crap. But until the day
comes, that's it for you. You are going back. But don't worry, no
harm will come to you. You are far too special."
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“A story should have a beginning, a
middle, and an end, but not necessarily in
that order.” - Jean-Luc Godard
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The Girl Who Understood
A paranormal short story by Christina Tang-Bernas

Author Note:
Selkie is based (very!) loosely on a person I know who is gender fluid, meaning
that, some days, she fully identifies as female and, other days, he fully identifies
as male. Family members and friends switch gender pronouns depending on
the day. I wanted to capture that switch in the story (as evidenced by how
Rusalka treats her in chemistry class), but I can see how it can be confusing. I
nearly used ‘they’, but the word loses something in translation.

The morning after Medusa woke up from her first
high school party without her virginity, she flushed the
silver promise ring her Baba had given her for her twelfth
birthday down the puke-caked toilet across the hall. Then,
she stole a sweater out of a closet, a dark-gray heavy-wool
one, pulled it over her torn shirt, and snuck out the back
door. She took the city bus home, the friends who’d driven
her now long gone, and arrived home in time for her Baba
to “wake” her up.
“Whore,” the kids started whispering at school.
“Slut.”
She hitched her backpack as high as she tilted her
chin, and wished her glares could turn them to stone. When
her Baba asked where her ring was, she said it’d fallen off
her finger by accident. He’d muttered under his breath
about how children these days didn’t appreciate the value
of anything anymore and bought her another one, hanging
it around a chain so she couldn’t lose it again.
She’d become used to eating alone at lunch, even
preferred it, when Rusalka slipped in beside her one day.
Of course, she wasn’t Rusalka then, nor was Medusa so
named at that time. But, Medusa has a hard time
remembering their given names these days. Only the ones
they’d given themselves, the people they’d become when
Rusalka had chosen them.
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Rusalka hadn’t said much in that afternoon hour.
Only munched away at a peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
When the bell rang, as Medusa stood to go, Rusalka stuck
out a hand and introduced herself.
“I know who you are,” Medusa said. Everyone
knew Rusalka, the Junior-Olympic-hopeful National-MeritScholar transfer student. Funny and kind and whip-smart,
with a crooked closed-mouth smile that boys liked and girls
mimicked.
Rusalka shrugged, packed her lunch, and walked
away. The next day, she showed up again. This time with
her arm slung around another girl’s shoulders.
~*~
Siren could sing like an angel fallen to Earth, or so
one review of her in the local newspaper had once
proclaimed. She’d clipped it out, trying to figure out if it
was a positive or negative review. Then, she’d tucked the
article away and practiced the breathing and visualization
exercises her therapist had taught her.
At the beginning of her career, Mother used to
berate Siren for not speaking up, for not giving interviews
or sound bites to the press. But, now, it was part of her
professional persona: mysterious, secretive, and elusive.
Siren preferred it this way, though she had none of those
qualities. Besides, Mother talked enough for the both of
them anyways.
Mother also knew now to knock on the dressing
room doors ten minutes before Siren was supposed to go on
stage. Ten minutes. Enough time to pop a couple pills, rinse
out her mouth, straighten out her clothes, touch-up her
makeup, and glance at her brown-haired hazel-eyed
features just long enough to compose her expression into
practiced neutrality.
And when she stepped out onto the stage, the
constant underlying anxiety that drilled holes into her
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stomach lining would settle. Music was an auditory
Rorschach test, people hearing whatever they chose. She
loved the freedom to sing whatever was truest inside her,
knowing that everyone could hear it, but no one would
know enough to judge her for it. At least until the last note
drifted into silence, and the curtain dropped again.
Speaking was a whole different story. Siren had
never understood how people could say one thing and mean
another, or turn normal words into weapons of insidious
destruction. Like how her father had said he loved her, and
then walked away without a backwards glance. Or how her
earliest interviews had been twisted and cropped so she’d
come off as a spoiled brat, a worthy object of derision from
people she’d never met.
Siren liked high school. The administration couldn’t
care less if she didn’t say a word, as long as she sang solos
for the school choir. Prestige, she understood. Ambition.
Mutual benefit. Besides, people here had learned over time
that she preferred being left to her own devices.
Except Rusalka, the new girl, who’d started
swinging a long arm around Siren’s shoulders one random
afternoon. As if she’d decided to care for Siren on a whim.
Rusalka, who sent a steady stream of words flowing over
Siren but never seemed to expect an answer. And one
afternoon, she steered Siren towards the cafeteria.
~*~
Cassandra liked knowing things. Knowledge is
power, some grade-school teacher had once said to her, and
Cassandra had never discovered anything to contradict this
simple fact.
Fact: the speed of light is 299,792,458 meters per
second. No matter what.
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Fact: her eyes would always stay dirt-brown, the
same as her skin underneath her crinkly black hair. No
matter what.
Fact: all the best assignments for the school
newspaper would always be assigned to the senior boys. No
matter what.
So, Cassandra, relegated to the gossip section,
gathered the truth sliding through the undercurrents of the
school’s hallways and twisted them into fluff pieces no one
took seriously.
For a while, she had hated it. She knew she was
meant for better things. Sometimes, when she watched the
evening news with her parents, she would picture herself in
the news anchor’s place. That was where she was supposed
to be, not at some stupid school at the edge of a sea of
suburbia.
Until, one day, she realized that the words she wrote
had a discernable effect on the student population around
her. A hint here. A brief insinuation there. And she
watched as the fault-lines within people cracked wide open.
No one blamed her. Why would they? That would
mean the silly things she wrote were important, and they
weren’t. Were they?
It was a power contained within the tips of her
fingertips, the black-and-white curves and angles of words,
and the patient minutes Cassandra waited and watched the
people who passed her unnoticed.
Rusalka had caught Cassandra’s eye the day she
showed up with her long red hair, a banner of fire down her
back.
Cassandra had gleaned the following facts about
Rusalka: she’d broken the school record for the 100m
butterfly in her first month here. She didn’t return the
romantic interests of anyone, male or female. And she
deliberately sought out the school outcasts.
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When Rusalka first showed up in the journalism
classroom after-school, Cassandra refused to speak with
her. If she walked out the door with this girl, it would be
accepting that no one here had ever given a crap about her.
Cassandra watched as assignments were doled out
around the room a week later. Afterwards, she headed
straight for the cafeteria table where Rusalka held court.
~*~
Propped up in the center of the fireplace mantle in
Selkie’s home was a photo of her mom as a debutante.
Only sixteen years old, her mom stood resplendent in a
pristine white silk-satin ball gown, slender arm hooked
around a tuxedoed boy who was not Selkie’s father, long
blonde hair tumbling down her narrow back. Sometimes,
Selkie would try on the same gown, now tailored to her
measurements, and look at herself in the mirror. There were
days she looked beautiful, and she marveled at how bits of
fabric transformed a person. Other days, all Selkie saw was
a boy looking back from the other side of the glass, caged
in something not quite right.
And she didn’t know how to tell Mom.
Mom, who took pride in how Selkie looked just like
her, who bought her floral sundresses in the summer and
lush velvet coats in the winter. How could Selkie reveal the
collection of plaid button-ups and slouchy hoodies
carefully folded and hidden in her locker at school?
Rusalka was Selkie’s lab partner in chemistry class.
Her walk was long-legged and awkward, as if still treading
water in the Olympic-sized pool by the school’s gym. She
was also the one person at school who had taken to using
masculine pronouns on the days Selkie swaggered into
class in baggy jeans, and feminine ones on the days Selkie
swiped red lipstick across her smile. It was on one of his
“boy” days that Rusalka invited him to lunch. Three other
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girls already sat at a table in the back of the cafeteria, and
Selkie realized why he had been invited.
He was the last of Rusalka’s collection of broken
toys.
~*~
“What do you want with us?” Cassandra asked,
once it became certain that Rusalka had stopped bringing
new strays to their lunch table.
“Because you understand,” Rusalka replied.
Medusa scoffed. “Like that wasn’t the vaguest
possible answer you could’ve given us.” Siren nodded in
agreement.
Instead of clarifying, Rusalka invited them home. A
sleepover. Medusa narrowed her eyes, “I’ll have to ask my
Baba for permission.”
In her wood-paneled basement, Rusalka told them a
story.
Once upon a time, there was a boy at Rusalka’s
previous unnamed school whom she loved. And one night,
the boy drowned in the school swimming pool, in the
forbidden after-hours. He had dived in after her, spurred by
her dare. I can breathe longer than you can, she’d said,
knowing he couldn’t resist, wanting to show him the best of
her, wanting to impress him. And when she’d finally
surfaced, chest heaving in air-starved triumph, he’d floated
dead beside her.
She’d run then. Because she wasn’t supposed to
have been there. Because her future, the money paving her
way to college, was on the line. And that was worth more
than her love.
“But now,” she said, “I can bring him back.” She
pulled out a worn leather-bound book. Book of Shadows,
the gold lettering across the cover proclaimed. “And I need
a coven to do so.”
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Aside from Rusalka, only Cassandra recognized the
book for what it was. But the rest, they looked at her
fingers tipped white with pressure and hope against the
dark-brown leather and understood what the book could be
for them.
One-by-one, they chose their names with care and
precision. They would be anything she needed for access to
the knowledge clutched in her hands.
~*~
The pages of the Book of Shadows smelled like
mildew, edges frayed and oily, but they hardly noticed.
Medusa had shivered when they’d first cracked it open,
flipping her black hair over her shoulder. “Should we even
be trying these things?”
Cassandra had pulled the book closer to her, dark
eyes already scanning the pages. “An’ it do no harm, do as
ye will,” she said, fingernail underlining the words. “I’m
not planning on harming anyone. Are you?” Medusa
hesitated, then shook her head before shifting closer.
Siren, with her grasp of intonation and years of
private French lessons, unlocked the waiting potential in
the messy script scrawled within first. A whisper, and a tiny
flame flickered across her palm. Another whisper called an
invisible breeze to whip the fire higher and higher, a pillar
of burning brightness flaring across Siren’s dusky skin.
Cassandra whooped so loud, Siren startled. The flame
sputtered out.
They peered at her hand. Unblemished, besides a
faint smudge of ash.
Selkie pursed her red-slicked lips and let out a low
whistle, tucking a lock of pale hair behind her ear. “Sick,”
she said, reaching for the book. “Let me try.”
On lazy weekend afternoons, Rusalka would lounge
in a nest of pillows on the concrete basement floor, fingers
swiping through the air. Shifting particles of light swirled
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around them, forming illustrations for the stories she told
them. The stories she told most were of the boy she’d
loved, how they’d met, how his laugh sounded, how his
hand had felt wrapped around hers. Medusa liked to infuse
the aching yearning feelings into the little clay animals she
fashioned. They skittered across the floor with little
clicking noises. Rusalka’s parents were glad enough of her
newfound friends and the new light in her eyes that they
left the group alone to do whatever they wished, even if
strange sounds or smells drifted up through the rest of the
rooms.
Other times, Rusalka would make-up stories of
dragons and fairies and silly little things they’d forgotten
how to love since they were old enough to care. They
listened, fascinated, and sipped mugs of herbal tea
concocted by Selkie, water warmed with a pass of her hand.
At the proper moment, Siren would flick a tongue of flame
out of the glistening dragon-shape floating through the air
so that it engulfed the knight-shape, and they would all
dissolve into laughter.
Sometimes, they lay outside in the backyard to
stargaze, the grass poking into the backs of their knees.
Siren would sing Spanish lullabies, the notes swirling in the
breeze to weave together with the murmur of conversation
and laughter, her personal symphony.
Cassandra’s runic charms hung off their backpacks
during the school week, the ones that guaranteed a higher
test score and called down threefold response to any
outside intentions that came their way, whether blessings or
curses. And they squeezed together at lunch, shoulders
bumping and hips sliding against each other.
~*~
One new-moon night, when the stars shone the
brightest, Selkie pulled himself to his feet. He wiped bits of
grass off his jeans.
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“Watch this,” he said, straight and proud.
Selkie threw his head back and called out a few
guttural words, pushing his will into the sky. A dark-purple
thunder rippled through the previously-clear skies. When
the rain fell on them, they whooped and hollered, letting the
water sluice down their necks and the rich earth squish up
between their bare toes. As Rusalka picked off the last of
the dried mud off her ankles back in the basement
afterwards, she smiled and said, “I think we’re ready.”
On the eve of Samhain, when the veil between the
dead and the living thinned, they dug up the dead boy’s
bones from the graveyard, hair tied back in matching
ponytails, dirt embedding underneath their fingernails, and
secreted them back in a neon-pink duffle bag. They
gathered in a circle around the chalk-white remains piled
on the basement floor beside a larger mound of graveyard
dirt. Medusa formed the dirt into the image of the smiling
boy she’d seen so often in pictures and the glimmers
dripping from Rusalka’s fingers, and sometimes dreamed
of in secret. She dressed him in the gray-wool sweater
she’d swiped so long ago.
Siren blew wind into his lungs, and the makeshift
chest rose and fell and rose again.
Selkie pushed the ocean tide into him, so that they
ebbed and flowed in a steady beat through his veins.
Cassandra wove his spirit, marking them out in a
series of linked runes, fueled by Rusalka’s stories and the
emotions that had vibrated through each word.
And finally Rusalka stepped forward, to imbue the
fire of life. She raised her hands, but faltered. Her eyes
settled on each of the girls, her girls, the ones who’d held
her and listened to her and wept with her and raged with
her. Her ribcage constricted, then released. And when fire
finally came, it engulfed the being in repose before her.
Smoke billowed. The gray sweater flared, then crumbled.
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“What are you doing?” Medusa shouted, throwing
herself forward too late. An impression of her ring burned
into her chest from the lingering heat.
Rusalka stared at the smoldering pile of ashes left of
the boy she’d loved. “It wasn’t him.”
“We did everything right,” Selkie said.
“I know,” Rusalka said. “I know. But it wasn’t him.
It was just some version of him I created from my
memories, my dreams and hopes. It wasn’t really him.” She
sank to her knees and shoved her hands into the ashes,
watched them settle gray into the lines of her knuckles. She
didn’t cry. She’d cried too much for the boy already.
The girls watched her scoop the ashes into a plastic
freezer bag, but didn’t follow her as she left to pour this
boy back into the ground where he was meant to be. They
were still there when she returned, clustered together in a
shifting mass of limbs and tangled hair.
“What now?” Cassandra asked. “What use are we
now?”
Rusalka looked down at her own hands, shimmery
with washing. She thought she could still see some ash
caked under her thumbnail. I don’t know, she wanted to
say, but she was afraid that as soon as those words flew out,
it would disperse these girls far away.
“Now?” Siren asked. She reached out to clasp
Rusalka’s hand. “We study some more.” Rusalka allowed
herself to be pulled into the center of their huddle and
thought to herself, I will never run away again.
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“A short story is a different thing
altogether - a short story is like a kiss in the
dark from a stranger.” - Stephen King
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Somewhere Sings About The Sky
(A Digital Fable, or Une Fable
Digital)
A short story by Joseph Pravda
Even the warts didn't stop his hands from reading. Not
knowing about something never prevented it from being. His
thousands of fingertip eyes went right on seeing.
Some years later, he'd find someone who shared his
same thoughts. He liked the way alphabetic ciphers, like
thoughts, couldn't be tracked down to where they lived, that they
were considered things that could be actions at the same time,
yet no one seemed to know where they came from or went.
Adults liked to tell him that there were five separate ways to
know things, but sometimes he tasted the air, other times he
heard it. His fingertips spoke that private language that even his
tongue could not understand, only utter with his wind pipe's
invisible conspiracy with that strange worm for a muscle. Fortyseven other muscles making up his face reflexed into a thing
called a 'smile' when he was revisited by that placeless thought
stored in a somewhere they called 'memory'. Seeing his idea of a
flower whose buds he watered and fed every day through the
opening made when his nose--and that worm's familiar slime
called 'saliva'--told these muscles it was time.
One way of knowing seemed more powerful than the
other four. They taught him that its name was olfactory. In the
same lesson, they said that people who lived in caves a long time
ago needed this more than any of the others besides eyes, before
their mouths knew how the pink-budded flower that lived in that
dark personal cave could help them make sounds for their ears,
he suspected. The best sounds were made in what they called
singing, even without the musical instruments, like the ones he
was told to pretend to play at St. Ovid's Fair.
That man whose appealing words he discovered later
sang of this changed way of being. Its rhythm chanted its way
into his 'somewhere' memory's incantation, reverently standing
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on feet worthy of the name meter--feet that impressed upon his
mind's crooked pathways and cramped, wet fields invisible
power, taken as a branding by honeyed sustenance from it and its
willing, obedient lips as they joined in that song:
"The eye of man hath not heard,
The ear of man hath not seen,
Man's hand is not able to taste, his tongue to conceive,
Nor his heart to report what my dream was."
The frenetic happenings at the Fair celebrating St. Ovid, patron
of the ear, was not seen or heard before or since, he was later
told. Among the few selected to play in the show, he then had
counted himself fortunate to be part of sitting as he had beneath a
sky whose brisk winds soothed as balm, his soiled face almost
hidden by too-large, adult-sized blank paper lenses. His eyes,
presumed to be ever-idle, heard the wind whistling through the
man-made tunnel his face's taunting accoutrement had fashioned
accidentally, his ears seeing twittering aviary droppings onto
heads, as if in displeasure at the foolish mortal cacophony they
were both helpless to prevent. Fingers atop loose atonal strings
as mime’s antics mimicked his soundless plucking of
heartstrings, reporting wordlessly conceived songs understood
by the sky within and overhead. With the fretwork of the violin
his fingertips translated sadness, his somewhere mind hearing
tomorrow's routine alms-gathering refrain. The coins were
surrendered to the House of Quinze-Vingts, itself an offering to
an invisible deity who had deemed that the then French
monarch's crusaders, three hundred in number, should have had
their eyes heatedly poked by Saracens in honor of their
pictorially faceless jealous godhead. Fretting his mind and violin
thus, his running stationary nose dreamed of that holy heavenly
head without any face, and whether it had ever had eyes or a
nose. His old visitor, memory, reminded him that ciphers
forming descriptive words were foolish mortal magic tricks, able
to control muscles by simply being conjured in the arbitrary
forms of thought. This happened every time memory drunkenly
barged in wearing its clown garments, urging his face to show
the opposite of its--and his--ears, to join with his fingertips in
showing him that god's head as some phonetic 'old factory' was
an upturned senseless bloody nose whose endless production was
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suffering and death. How wise was the man who had similar
ways of seeing the world, he thought, the one who sang about the
ways of knowing things, in leaving out the nose, like the god's
head seemed to do, unwilling to face the smell of flesh, decaying
always, slowly or suddenly. It was all this invisible, faceless
god's will---the testamentary kind, like the King had made when
he suddenly died in Syria on a second Crusade. What would St.
Ovid do on arriving in Heaven? The boy known as Lucius (even
his name was unreliably sourced, as with all French orphans) put
it to his silent conversant, the festival's patron of the useless ears
a faceless god had long ago judged deaf, even to His wisdom.
~*~
The rag surrounding his ears gave the devil to all his
sensory organs, an ally to an unappreciated Lucifer, seeming to
forbid any more wasting of calories on so unsympathetic a
creator. Even the wise man who shook that deity's tooworshipfully warring world with a spear could not have sensed
that such a one as approached him could exist as he shook the
cup, whose tin seemed to compete with the freezing air for its
ability to make every nose wish its own god-like absence.
The sound the thin atmosphere allowed as the coin
collided with its metallic container tasted to Henri like copper,
cousin to its tin under a star too distant to bronze naught but his
chapped skin.
"Sir, this is an ecu. You have gifted me far too much!"
The generous intent of the donor, while a rarity, was
eclipsed by the never yet heard reluctant receipt in such a way
that St. Ovid's own ears may have taken note of this gilded coin
worth a day's wages, causing some hagiographer to also take
note of its donor.
Among the audience at the less than saintly Festival of
St. Ovid that September day had been the donor, a veteran of
voluntary service under Lafayette's American adventure. While it
had been some years since that day in 1771, he recognized the
boy's delicate though wart-afflicted hands that had so caressed
the frets of the usually aural instrument’s offering into that
shared sky of yesteryear. His ear had seen the song it had silently
played about the sky, known by men and their saints as the
Heavens.
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The master of the House dispatched the boy to the man's
custody as soon as he received the ample supply of livers
tendered, which the stunned master diffidently presumed was the
going price of pederasty.
Once bathed and deloused, the boy's ears could for a
brief time no longer see, his hands unable to taste. He had not
slept, yet his eyes, as ever, lived in the dark light of a dream.
Could he sleep and wake together, his somewhere clownish
mind asked, and Lucius's silent moving lips repeated the almost
unbearable rhetorical query for the man whose ciphers he'd seen
with his fingers. The part of his wondering mind he called his
somewhere memory remembered that his fingertips had as yet
not seen much of that man's sung feet, as the few meters of them
he had seen were with his ears. He thanked St. Ovid for this, but
wanted more.
His immediate saint who was not called Ovid entered his
quarters. His unchosen god-like nose had not, for the time being
at least, smelled the coming of injury or death from this old
factory owner.
"Come to the table, I want to show you something. It is a
way of seeing the world through ciphers," he reassured the boy
called Lucius's nose and ears.
Seated next to him, without touching him--as the man
knew this was far too alien to his young ward's heightened
senses--the young one learned about a way of seeing using raised
dots. As his fingertips visited these intaglio arrangements, they
stirred Lucius’s somewhere mind's as yet untrodden path’s dust
into harmless whirls of winsome meaning. All the while, his
benefactor recounted his exploits with the cannonading French
troops on necessary moonless nights when their lives depended
on somehow knowing each other's movements, the mother of the
mother-lode innocently placed beneath his ward's thousand-eyed
fingertips.
One particular night's tale caused the young ward's ears
to lend such attention as St. Ovid himself may have offered. His
warted fingers now spread out like spider-spun silken struts,
upholding the patient, sticky web of wonder Lucius's face had
become, the warts but the spider's silk-spun future meals.
Lucius’s ears twitched, their keenness unknown until then, as if
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they had become attached to the exquisitely sensitive furry feet
of the tiniest of arachnids governing his face's entrapment.
"What I will tell you now is sworn to the highest
occupants of the sky known as Heaven." His eyes habitually
gestured skyward, as if the young ward's silky skein of a face
might have then needed mere eyes.
"That creature, known to most as but a donkey, was this
night a savior to mortal men." Mssr. Hauy's own ears perked,
surprised by the taciturn youth's spare voice.
"It was such a one as was ridden by our Savior, the Bible
says." Lucius’s excitement was directed at St. Ovid more than
the grumpy Father figure of the older testament.
"Well said, my...son." His pause aimed at both the youth
and the holy scriptural ass's rider.
"As I was saying, that night I tapped with my fingers the
message in dots, as it were, on the creature's muscular neck,
instruction on where to take the ciphered missive, to which his
neck gestured a nod as our...eyes do know it. And he was off
toward the proper destination, assuring our victory over the
British."
The young man then recited the very words of the spear
shaker his somewhere mind had stored from but one hearing at
the puppet show near the place where mendicants avoided
bullying: He added, "These are the words of one known as
Bottom, weaver of dreams. Your tale was woven of dots, dots
that were woven together, and his muscles did as those of my
fingertip eyes have done." Lucius’s silken face's forty-seven
muscles conspired happily at the place where his tongue's buds
opened with unseasonable colors. The hue of vermilion came
over the boy's face, fertilized by his somewhere mind's merest
imagined thought of such a hue, Mssr. Hauy lamented the older
housemate of Quinze-Lingt attired in red, donning the ears of a
donkey, beating out a primitive cadence to the others mimetic
playing on instruments. Thankfully, Lucius hadn’t seen this.
Lucius, smiling unconsciously, affirmed his knowledge
of this risible cruelty, shrugging his now less burdened
shoulders. He uttered a puerile quip as balm to the conscience of
Hauy, as well as his own taxed pulse: "Sad tale, yes? I so like it
when the ear confounds the eye's troubled invention of different
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meanings for the very same sounds!" They laughed as friends,
their ears having detected mutual braying sounds of the very
creature at issue.
So practiced had the boy become in the years that
ensued that Mssr. Hauy, owner of a polyglot, flowery tongue,
utilized his translator appointment to the Sun King to gain
audience for his student, whose performance so impressed the
court as to endow the globe's first and only school for the blind.
"Though you have come from the very bottom of the
body of my subjects, you have subjected us to what--had we not
all witnessed it--would otherwise be but a strange dream," the
King had declaimed. Peter, the Housemaster of the ancient
Quinze-Vingts home for the blind, beggarly unfortunates, was
summoned to see to the construction of a place for Mssr. Hauy's
new charges. Though a mere carpenter, he perceived this
unexpected development as wrought by an unseen hand. He
took it as an opportunity rarely given the commoner, and for
redemption of his slight regard for his former ward and his ilk.
With Peter’s voice instructing the builders, Lucius' capacious
ears greeted its vigor with an equally growing confidence. Peter
even sought Lucius' help in placing the mechanism for the
translation of ordinary eyes’ ciphers unto the third dimension, as
if in complement of the proverbial third eye written off by
Descartes, the mathematician and philosopher. In that space and
time hundreds of manuscripts had been produced, and Lucius,
now wiser as a consequence of Peter's industry, assisted Mssr.
Hauy in his official duties to the increasingly harried monarch.
Having learned of the spear shaker's schooling in the
tongues of the ancients, Lucius' understanding of Latin and little
Greek grew. He employed the bardic excuse of its difficulty, and
it proved useful in a near future drenched in the bloody, ancient
art of revolting conflict. When Lucius put the innocent yet
profound question to Mssr. Hauy as to how the bloody Latin root
for the alphabet's 'sanguine' seemed to contradict its denotation
of optimism, Mssr. Hauy knew that Lucius was ready for the
chaos to come. In the interim, Lucius’ fingers’ eyes beheld the
worthiness deemed to reside in the beast of that American night.
He absorbed all he could concerning the 'golden ass' (as the Saint
called Augustine had named it) and its prowess, including an
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obscure, unfinished poem by the Italian Machiavelli and the
quixotically praised mount of Cervantes Panza.
~*~
The young artillery officer was ready as well.
Sanguinary were the times, heads alienated from their familiar
shoulders until the headwaters ran to flood. France became the
most unnatural of rivers, overflowing with human hemoglobin
inhumanely loosed. Its season's end came when the river craved
the flood makers' own.
The Corsican was less concerned with others’ past
bloodlines and far more with his own's invention, as transfusion
of modernity's reshaping of Europe was enlightened by his
aggrandizement. Practicality his guide, he knew his French was
only serviceable. Mssr. Hauy's allegiance was embodied in many
spoken and written tongues, and in his wish to keep it in its
original house. Among this polyglot array was the artilleryman's
great ally, coded ciphers such as this new ally had employed in
America. In this dark realm, Lucius became their chief adjutant.
The Grand Armee thus became grander.
Seeing the constancy of Lucius's company with Mssr.
Hauy, the would-be Emperor inquired of his useful mouthpiece
as to the necessity.
"Good sir, I am unsure how to address you."
"Never mind formalities, they are for the populace, Tell
me of this boy."
"Very well. I came upon him in a turn of Fortune
herself. He had been the object of much abuse and derision, both
in the Quinze-Vingt as one of their mendicants. I chanced upon
him on my walk from church service, tendering him a coin,
whereupon he cautioned me that I had been overly generous. He
knew its value instantly, by touch alone."
Bonaparte appeared dumbfounded, and then spoke of an
incident in his own childhood.
"In my school days, I became fascinated with
geometrics, and the shape of things...how the Egyptians and their
pyramids came to be. Did you know that their goddess Isis had
been worshiped here, in Paris? It is written in the Bibliotheque
Nationale, by Lemair de Belge that the very name, Par-Isis,
speaks of this. We shall see soon enough, for we embark soon
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for Egypt, and Isis's mysteries." He walked off as though no
reply could equal his positing of thorough understanding.
The next day, emissaries of the foremost man of the
five-fold Directory of France arrived at Hauy's quarters with
orders to move he and Lucius into rooms at the palace.
Arrangements had also been made for the mechanisms
of translation to accompany them.
The first night, Lucius awoke surrounded by sands. The
repetitive wave action in his ears reported the nearness of a large
body of water, from which his beastly ears detected the
emergence of one calling herself Isis. She instructed Lucius to
journey to Egypt, where a temple priest would greet him. At
such greeting, he was to eat the flower of the priestly garland,
gaining the form of human sight called by the name insight,
unrestricted to any one of the senses.
Long immune from circadian rhythms, knowing nothing
of night's common marriage to sleep, he was unable to separate
dream from waking. Feeling his face's lids for what had always
seemed to compare to what he knew of sand and finding none,
his curious digits eyed his ears, now shrunken and hairless.
Resting hands on his temples, such sight came within-'remembering', so strange the ciphering, as to connect to some
lost appendage. So joined to his somewhere mind, Lucius recited
in whispers thoughts of that Byron of rhyme, and ahead of time
so that Lucius, through an unmeasured space found future
cipherings decoded: 'By gazing on thyself grown blind, thou
taught'est the rest to see. Thine only gift hath been the grave, to
those that worshiped thee...'
~*~
At Toulon, finding himself among the many savants of
the sciences Bonaparte had admired since boyhood made Lucius
all the more curious about Egypt's Isis, who had seemed in his
sandy stupor to foretell this very passage. Was the goddess who
seemed to inhabit all places also there in that somewhere of his
mind's growing awareness, singing to it in a boundless sky? Was
she there, governess of his tiny temples, showing Napoleon's fall
from Byronic grace? That she so used those seemingly lame--he
of ordinary sight, the poet of foot, though not its rhyming meter-impelled him toward her greatest of all temples.
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Aboard ship for his eastern tongue’s deciphering, Mssr.
Hauy ensured that his young prodigy was introduced to these, his
fellow savants, some of whom mistook him for the 'idiot' sort.
But not the studious Champollion, who was also taken with the
glorious etchings of vastly tall temple walls and columns.
"Broadsheets, in stone" was his succinct assessment in
reply to Lucius' curiosity. "Though detailed, even mundane, most
seem to speak of mysteries locked within their formal mystery.
There is everything to be learned, least by the eye alone." His
kind deference to Lucius' only apparent malady was only
incidental, as his sincerity shone through in honoring perhaps
greater sensory means.
Lucius hoped to requite this gesture with the sightedness
his body had known even within his mother's roseate waters--as
his increasingly poetic somewhere memory knew only her
Christian name of Rosetta, it so consecrated her womb. Whether
he owed the coincident discovery of a black stone bearing Greek
translation of Egyptian inscription on its basalt face to Isis was
affirmed by his vaunted ear, which heard the shouts of the
French soldier as he approached one of her temples to find
Champollion examining its inscriptions. "Rosetta! A stone of
great value it is thought," was the modern message of ancient
words.
The day before, running his hands over the delicately
carved image of Isis, Lucius had murmured his mother's name,
with the French scientist nearby. After an innocent "What did
you say?" uttered by the scientist still absorbed in his unrelated
task, the reply caused the serious student of ancient oriental
languages to turn his head toward Lucius and remark that there
was a town nearby of that name, but fifty kilometers from
Alexandria, where they stood.
Thereafter, Lucius was by his side daily.
Finally, running his hands across the inscriptions, Lucius
knew the Greek found there, but not its meaning. He explained
that neither did the spear shaker whom both he and the scientist
admired.
"The ciphers, they are arranged like ours at the school,"
Lucius blurted.
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"The eye of man hath not heard, yes?" spoke the scholar,
his words telling Lucius' ear of the tongue's smiling flower, its
roseate flower.
Lucius knew that flower would soon perish, as the
soldiers slowly did, their heroic leader's abandoning actions
fulfilling the Isaic-inspired Byronic framing in unhappy rhyme.
Other soldiers soon came, wearing roseate coats, who spirited
the stone of Rosetta to England. Lucius had learned enough of
the Isaic tongue's intaglio, bas and bar reliefs to relieve their
silence of some meaning, itself yet mysterious. In France, less
mystery surrounded an embattled Bonaparte, whose increasing
desperation caused the once-adored, self-made Emperor to
relieve himself of a too-distant part in America, forebodingly
named Louisiana. Mssr. Hauy's English tongue could not
forestall the cruel terms of three cents an acre for almost a fourth
of a continent. French and American broadsheets depicted the
seller as a four-legged ass whose crown encompassed enlarged
ears upon an asinine head.
~*~
Mssr. Hauy, now at an age well beyond the demands of
his new employers, the hapless Bourbons, sought to position his
effective son in fact and affection at their needy court. This came
to pass, despite the enduring resentment of Bonaparte's
desolation of France and much of Europe. Beethoven had angrily
withdrawn his dedication of his Third Symphony. Byron had
done as Isis intimated, and his daughter, the accomplished
assistant to Mr. Babbage, had designed a code for a machine
which Lucius sought to use in the school for the unsighted he
now oversaw. His first act was to gain approval for the striking
of a commemorative coin for his surrogate father, whose demise
was nearing.
In addition, an American painter created a portrait of
Mssr. Hauy to serve as the coin's image. His admiration for him
was so great that he refused any commission in return.
Between sessions with an increasingly frail Hauy, the
portraitist Morse sought the company of Lucius, who had now
taken the surname of Hauy by way of adoption.
"I am aware that you have painted Lafayette. Perhaps
you know that my father served under him," Lucius offered.
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"Indeed, good sir. I must say that service seems to have
placed you in good stead, owing to both his bravery and, of
course, your mastery of the ciphering he took away."
Morse had asked for a specimen of this code, which was
given, along with some instruction as to its efficacy. Years later,
it would influence the world in ways that perhaps only Lucius
could fully appreciate.
"'The ear hath not seen'. Indeed, those were his very
words, from Shakespeare, I believe," stated Morse back in
America, unveiling his Morse code. As he spoke, he held in his
hand the silver coin minted in honor of the late Mssr. Hauy,
whose image he had created. His hand rubbed unconsciously,
warming the coin, and he was reminded to mention a confidence
uttered to him by his portrait subject.
"I must tell you an anecdote, told to me by the great
Frenchman and friend of the unsighted, at least in the normal
sense of sight; you see. There, our habit of using the eye to
describe understanding....what I mean to say is that it was a
donkey which began much of his life's work. Indeed, while
negotiating the sale of Louisiana, he spoke of it to President
Jefferson who, I'm told, urged it as the symbol for his
Democratic Party."A crow flew onto an open window sill,
squawking in bursts that seemed sequential, even regular.
"Aha, there. He must have dispatched this clever bird
from the sky, somewhere, to sing to us his language not unlike
mine here demonstrated and, I confess, inspired by that same
sky's great observer, though unsighted, Mssr. Lucius Hauy."
At the time of his own demise, the junior Hauy was said
to have had a similar visitor, a black raven, perhaps from Mr.
Poe's American flock. As it cackled into his receptive perceptive
ear, he knew that everywhere, somewhere, sings about the sky
code. He told his scribe at his bedside: "Code, it is Life's own
memory...the sky, code's invisible slate."
Imprinted upon the commemorative coin struck in his
memory, between his all-seeing digits that evening, were his last
words: ‘Somewhere Sings About the Sky’.
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“How [stories] are told, who tells them,
when they’re told, how many stories are
told are really dependent on power.” Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
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Twenty Twelve
A sci-fi short story by Steven Spellman
“It is with strong regret but even stronger resolve, that
today I sign the “Greater Good Act” into law. As many of you
know, this will authorize Steel Tech. Corporations™ to build
their so-called, “Doom Domes” in every city and suburb in the
United States. Our prisons are grossly overpopulated, as well as
understaffed, unemployment is at an all time high, and the
burden of our current social security system is crippling our
nation. History has taught us that to avoid dire consequences we
must sometimes adopt progressive measures…”
“Progressive?! Is that what they call murder now-a-days?
Turn that garbage off!” The bartender reached for the dial on the
small black and white set. “That there is-is a presidential addaddress! D-don’t you d-d-dare turn that off!” The spirited
rebuttal came from a small white face in a far corner of the
afterhours bar. The mysterious personage slurred something
unintelligible and slammed down a freshly emptied beer mug.
The table rattled and a melody of glass rang among the 5 or 6
other mugs he had already emptied.
“Presidential address?! I got an address for you. 1455
Holland Drive. That’s where my grandmother is buried. They
hauled her off to one of those death houses when she couldn’t
afford to pay her mortgage. Said it was for the ‘Greater Good’ of
society. Greater Good my a...”
“Eh, eh!” the bartender interrupted. “There are women
present, gentlemen.” The bartender’s tone softened as he peered
into the culprit’s eyes. “Listen Tim, we all know you’re having a
rough time with what happened to your grandmother. Let me call
you a cab. Some rest will do ya good.” Tim Mitchell reluctantly
agreed. He was sure rest would not do him any good but he had
plenty of hard liquor at home and suddenly longed to be alone
with it. When the taxi’s horn announced its arrival Tim headed
for the door. On his way he looked back to see what had become
of the shadowed face fighting for the T.V. The man in question
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lay slumped in a sea of empty beer mugs. He had obviously lost
interest in politics.
Once Tim reached his apartment he collapsed into his
favorite recliner and reached for a bottle of vodka from a nearby
nightstand. With one hand he raised the bottle to his lips and
with the other he clasped a picture frame. The picture was of his
grandmother. Her body was slim from age and waning appetite
but her smile was pleasant. Between alternating rounds of tears
and alcohol, Tim remembered how she was taken. In his mind’s
eye he watched anew (for the umpteenth time), as men in black
pants and trench coats descended upon the house. He fought like
a wild man to protect his grandmother, but to no avail; the men
were strong beyond mortal ability. It only took one of them to
toss his body into a corner like a used rag. His head hit hard
against the wall and he blacked out but not before hearing one of
the assailants whisper, “It’s for the greater good, son. It’s for the
greater good.” The unnatural red glow of their eyes was the last
thing Tim remembered seeing before complete blackness. When
he came to, his grandmother was gone and all that was left was a
faded picture.
BANG, BANG, BANG!! The loud knocks jolted Tim out of
his meditation.
BANG, BANG, BANG!! Tim bolted to his feet, not sure that
the person on the other side of his front door wouldn’t knock it
off its hinges before he could get a chance to open it.
BANG, BANG, BANG, BANG, BANG!! Tim fumbled in a
dresser for the shiny black revolver he had bought a few days
earlier. He opened the door just wide enough to welcome the
perpetrator with its stiff nozzle.
“What the hell do you want?” Tim screamed, peering
through the crack of the door at a face shining with sweat that he
didn’t recognize.
“Let me in! Please! They’re after me!”
“Who’s after you?”
“The no-souls! The no-souls! They’re trying to take me away
to one of them Doom Domes. Please! Have mercy!”
Tim slammed the door hard against the stranger’s pleas but
couldn’t shut out the image of his stolen grandmother. He
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wished that someone had been around to help her. He opened the
door. “Come in, hurry up!”
The man scurried through the opening and past Tim.
“Thank you, thank you. God bless you.”
“Yeah, yeah, whatever. Now, who’s after you?” The
uninvited guest was still not completely welcomed and Tim’s
tone made it clearly evident.
“The no-souls. You know, those fuckers from the
Domes, with the crazy red eyes.”
The stranger had stumbled upon a common cord; the
fiery red eyes had burned a permanent place into the memories
of both men.
“No-souls?”
“Yeah, some people say that they’re empty bodies with
no souls on the insides.” Even as the words left his mouth the
man hurried to a nearby window to make sure that the “empty
bodies” had not found his hiding place.
“So why are they after you?” Tim’s scrutinizing gaze
never left the nervous stranger. He sensed something familiar in
the stranger’s voice or maybe in his face, but couldn't quite place
either.
“Liver’s all messed up. Psoriasis or something like that.
Doctor says all the drinkin’ I been doin my whole life done
caught up wit me. Anyhow I can’t afford my medicine. Done got
kicked outta my house and everything. People in the
neighborhood say folk like me is an “unnecessary burden” on the
system, say I need to be put down for the greater good of
society.”
“You say you got evicted from your house?”
“That’s right.”
“Well, how’d they find you?”
“At the bar downtown, St. Alleys.”
Tim’s eyes glistened in what meager sunlight the closed
shades permitted. “Ah-ha! I thought I knew you from
somewhere! You’re the guy from the bar that was so interested
in that presidential address.”
Tim set his gaze firmly, “Well…here you go. This is
what he was talking about. My grandmother got taken to one of
those Doom Domes. The law is if you’re excessively old” here
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threw
up
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“crippled, excessively poor” another pair of mock parenthesis “or
otherwise unable to care for yourself without government
assistance you’re slated for one of those Doom Domes. From
what I hear, other countries are even trying ‘em.”
“What happens to you once you get there, to one of them
death houses, I mean?” Tim shot his guest a grim scowl and
continued.
“The president has been talking all week about drastic
measures and how we’re not going to have enough money to
defend ourselves from terrorists if we don’t do something, and
now. He says that the way we’ve always done things in America
with the penal system, health care, and retirement isn’t good
enough anymore. He says we need change.” Tim shook his
head, “Well, this is definitely…different.” Both men lowered
their heads and followed the lines of the simple patterns in the
carpet. They hadn’t had time to meditate long before the stranger
noticed the large beads of sweat pouring down Tim’s now pale
face.
“In the room, that way, there’s a trapdoor under the
bed!” Tim ordered, jumping to his feet and pointing feverishly
down the hall behind the T.V. “Now!!” The astonished stranger
leapt in the direction indicated without knowing why he was
staging such a hasty escape. Under the trapdoor of which Tim
had so adamantly indicated was a small 4 x 4 enclosure. The
stranger jammed himself into it until his bones cracked and
slammed the door shut. Before the echo of the hard iron door
could die out the stranger heard the reason for Tim’s sudden
animation…
The creak of the front door resounded through the house.
The stranger could hear the thump of footsteps that were much
too heavy to be those of average men. “Yes, Mr. Mitchell, we
have reason to believe that there is a fugitive on the loose. The
suspect was apprehended at a local tavern earlier before he
escaped.” Tim’s strained voice followed, “What was he accused
of, sir?”
“Financial dependency. It was deemed that he was no
longer able to sufficiently provide for himself without putting
unnecessary strain on American tax reserves.” The piercing red
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eyes surveyed Tim’s living room. The thick black trench coats
were unnatural in their stillness. A strong breeze blew into the
open front door and caused Tim’s shirt to dance in its wake, but
neither a strand of fabric nor a single hair, moved on the nosouls. There were three of them but they all spoke in unison. The
sight was completely unnerving. Whenever one spoke the others
would take up the sentence like three computers running
identical applications.
“We need to search your home. The perpetrator may be
hiding here without your knowledge. If you’ll just have a seat,
this will be over briefly.” One of the men very firmly guided
Tim to his recliner. Remembering his last attempt at resistance,
Tim sat down quietly. His chest heaving, he lowered his head
and prayed that the no-souls wouldn’t find a certain trapdoor.
Under the bed, the stranger seconded that prayer.
The men scoured the home. Dressers, TVs, and beds
were all overturned, but somehow the men didn’t notice a small
latch in the floor that would’ve lifted an iron door and revealed a
shaking sweating fugitive. “Thank you, Mr. Mitchell. You have
a good day.” The three men mouthed the words together as they
disappeared through the front door, after their thorough search
had proven fruitless. After Tim was more than certain that the
threat had passed he went to his room and whispered under the
bed, “Are you alright?” The latch opened and through the small
crack Tim could make out that the stranger was still covered in
sweat. By the time the crack was opened enough for Tim to see
in the enclosure more clearly, the stranger had frozen solid. His
face had instantly turned pale as powder as he stared past Tim.
“What the hell’s wrong with you?” Tim asked. The
stranger was apparently staring at something in back of him. Tim
turned around slowly to find three sets of fiery pupils staring
down at him. One of the no-souls reached out two black gloved
hands and effortlessly pulled both men from under the bed. He
held Tim’s and the stranger’s wrists behind their backs. His grip
was tighter than handcuffs. Within moments both men were
restrained and in the back of a van whose windows were lined
with pitch black tint.
“Where are you fuckers taking us?!” Tim shouted from
the back of the van.
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“To a designated Doom Dome.” The voices were steady
and indifferent.
“On what charges?”
“Violation of Greater Good Statute 113; Biological and
Financial Insufficiency. And Harboring a Fugitive.” Tim sank
back down into one of the van’s cold corners. With all the anger
he could exercise, he and the stranger both knew well that it
wouldn’t be nearly enough. The ride was long and quite except
for the occasional radio dispatch, “Suspect confirmed homeless
due to Financial Inadequacy, apprehend and report to nearest
Doom Dome.” Or, “Elderly couple suspected of exhausting
retirement benefits, all available units report to such and such a
place…”
When the van finally came to a stop, Tim and the
stranger tried to peer through the windows to see where they
were but could only see their shaken faces in the black tint. The
two rear doors at the back of the van opened and two no-souls
waited for Tim and the stranger to hop down, bound in the
special jackets that secured their hands to their bodies. Each was
taken firmly by the arm past two large blackened glass doors and
down a brightly lit corridor. The hallway was lined with large
booths filled with countless other no-souls dressed identically in
black trench coats, pants, and boots, performing all manner of
experiments on patients of all shapes, sizes, and race.
Piercing screams permeated the passageway. Frantic
and desperate pleas for help rang unanswered while the
president’s address played on plasma TVs lining every wall.
Once they got to the end of the hallway Tim and the stranger
watched in horror as a large rack was wheeled before them on
which hung dozens of human bodies frozen in clear plastic bags.
The no-souls escorting them were unaffected and simply shoved
the men on. Tim and the stranger were led around a corner and
before either of them knew what had happened, the stranger was
being led behind a thick shiny steel door. He vanished with the
no-soul behind the door, his piercing screams echoing
throughout the hallway.
Tim’s legs threatened to go limp as he fought back sheer
terror. Before long he was pushed behind a similar steel door. He
found himself in a room covered in metal instruments that shone
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everywhere. A no-soul stood in a corner staring at Tim, utterly
emotionless. Neither spoke a word for about 20 minutes until
Tim saw a large rack passing by a small window that had been
built into the steel door. He rushed to the window and his fear
was confirmed; one of the bodies on the rack was the stranger’s.
There was an incision running from directly under his chin clear
to his genitals and his skin flapped like a loose blanket. He had
been gutted like a pig.
“This is how you can be of a greater benefit to your
society.” A voice behind Tim spoke. But when he turned the nosoul—the only other inhabitant in the room—stood still as a
statue. Tim was tempted to believe no one had actually spoken at
all.
“By being harvested like animals?!”
“By violating Greater Good laws you have proven that
you are not fit for furthering a utopian society. At least this way
you can still contribute to those who are.” Before Tim could
offer an angry rebuttal a red light and a shrill siren filled the
room. The no-soul turned Tim around like a top and opened the
large door. “Your turn.” And the no-soul walked Tim into what
looked like a hospital’s operating room. Two more no-souls
waited at the operating table and 8 to 10 identical no-souls lined
a far wall with expressionless faces and fiery red eyes that were
completely unmoved. Tim struggled for dear life but his fierce
thrashing was completely useless. The two no-souls that were
waiting by the table worked him out of his restraints and onto the
table and into new restraints with no problem (and seemingly no
effort).
The no-souls lining the wall looked on as scalpels and
other shiny instruments were produced and neatly arranged on a
table. Tim screamed louder than he had ever screamed in his life
as the sharp knives broke his skin. He fought the restraints with
all he had and with absolutely no result as he watched the black
figures remove fleshly odd shaped articles from his belly. He
was gutted just like the stranger and his organs separated from
his body before his very eyes, until he collapsed and his lifeless
body lay as so many had before him; an empty corpse. After it
was all done his organs were frozen and shipped to sites where
those who were not in danger of “burdening the system” could
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buy them. The two no-souls that performed the operation turned
to the ones lining the wall after the exercise and echoed their
mantra; “It is for the Greater Good.”
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“The women whom I love and
admire for their strength and grace did
not get that way because shit worked out.
They got that way because shit went
wrong, and they handled it. They handled
it in a thousand different ways on a
thousand different days, but they handled
it. Those women are my superheroes.” Elizabeth Gilbert
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Catherine's Crystal
A short story by Abigail E. Gagne

England, 1401
Somewhere there is—or, rather, was—a perfectly adequate
little English shire. This shire was possessing of all the usual
fixtures that make such a place livable: a long, thatched-roofed
tavern; several rows of neat, clean cottages; and a large dog with
no single master, or breed to speak of, known to bark, bristle,
and growl at the unexpected arrival of stranger or messenger
alike.
The one thing the shire did not have at its immediate disposal
was a smithy, as the nearest blacksmith lived a few miles away,
up in the surrounding green hills. Near enough that smoke from
his chimney could occasionally be seen at the shire's edge; far
enough that, unless a sudden, desperate need for horseshoes
overwhelmed them, folks did not come calling.
Many years ago, before the children came along, this
isolation had greatly troubled the blacksmith's wife, Mary,
though she had known better than to speak of her loneliness
aloud. The daughter of an ill-tempered bricklayer, who loved the
tavern's brew more than he loved his dogs, wife, and almost two
dozen children combined, her marriage (secured with two large
wine casks and a small bag of coppers) was considered a good
one. And, early on, she had lived in fear of her husband finding
her unsatisfactory and sending her back.
By the time there was a boy and a girl to think of, Mary no
longer yearned for company, nostalgia for a quiet house making
her wish for its opposite most days. This too, she did not voice to
her husband. She might fear Edward Smith's dismissal no longer
(their son and daughter now grown into youths of eighteen and
fifteen, it was many summers since there still existed a place for
her return), yet she took care not to rankle him. He was certainly
volatile enough, if the occasional outbursts at his apprentice were
any indication.
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“Mary? Wife? Where be you at?” Edward entered the
cottage. He looked about for Mary, not seeing her at first in the
dimness, diligently mending a pair of their son's breeches.
“Here, sir,” she said, putting down the mending and rising.
“Ah, good woman,” he replied, stretching his arms and
letting out a low groan. “I should like a bath drawn from the well
tonight.”
“Certainly.”
“And where is Catherine?” His eyes had adjusted and it
was clear to him now that his wife was unaccompanied by their
daughter. “Is she not helping you with the housework?”
“Nay,” said Mary, shaking her head. “You well know
Catherine cannot be made to sit still and quietly. When finally I
get her to stop fidgeting, she makes some disconcerting remark
that spoils the mood.”
“Aye,” agreed Edward. “She is very unlike you in that way.
But where is the waif, if not in here, where she ought to try and
be of some use?”
“Off with her brother. Cornelius is ever inclined to indulge
her.”
~*~
“Make haste, sister,” urged Cornelius, looking anxiously over
his shoulder at the stable door. “Father will have the head off my
shoulders if he learns I've led you about on his horse all this
morning.”
“Led me about?” laughed Catherine, alighting from the
horse hastily despite her careless tone. “I should think not. Your
hands hardly ever touched the rope. I rode well!” Extending her
elbow, she gave her golden-haired brother a sharp jab in the side.
“Give me that much, at least!”
“That much I'll give,” he conceded. “But not my head. So let
me put the mare away now, and at once.”
How unfair it is, thought Catherine, that we should only have
two horses. Father's mare, and a gelding for Cornelius. What else
was to be expected but that she ride the mare, if she was not to
go horseback unaccompanied?
“There.” Twenty minutes after urging her off, Cornelius
was latching the padlock and exhaling in relief. “All is well.”
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“Come.” Catherine reached for his hand, as heedless of the
dirt under his fingernails as of that embedded under her own.
“Let us see if the Rat is guarding the swords.”
"The Rat", Edward's whiskery apprentice, was not present in
the shed where the commissioned swords were kept, much to
Catherine's delight, and Cornelius knew the pleasure of giving a
(regrettably short) lesson in fencing was forthcoming.
One might wonder why Cornelius chose to train his sister in
things she would never be permitted to use. Perhaps it was pity.
Pity springing from the knowledge that she'd have done
extraordinarily well in life, if only she were higher born, and not
a girl. Or, perhaps, it was blind brotherly affection.
Whatever the reason, Cornelius let himself be foolish and
frivolous where Catherine was concerned. He taught her not only
horsemanship and swordplay, but also to read. Not merely in
Latin, but in English. A woman was not supposed to read; their
mother couldn't. And, after much urging from the archbishop,
King Henry had strictly forbidden English Bibles.
The English translation from which Catherine's secret
midnight lessons were conducted was supposed to be a family
secret. Edward had entrusted Cornelius, only a year ago, with the
crude little key; that curiously dangerous speck of iron that was
needed to open the leather-and-wood volume, so beautifully and
painstakingly handwritten by some unknown monk....
“Come along, Catherine. We can't stay too much longer.
We'll have hell to pay if the Rat returns to check that things are
set for Baron Archibald's visit tomorrow afternoon.”
Watching Catherine return the swords to their places at
the lesson's conclusion, Cornelius touched the place on his chest
where the key dangled from a piece of braided thread.
Catherine's fingers lingered on the hilt of her sword.
He let his hand drop to his side, sighing. Slipping his
arm around her slumping shoulders, he added, in an urgent
whisper, “Besides, we have an invalid gnome to check on.”
~*~
In an open wooden box, under the large straw mattress in the
room Catherine and Cornelius shared, slept a little man less than
a cubit tall, with a speckled yellow beard. Upon finding him with
his leg broken, being tormented by a remarkably fat orange
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tabby, the Smith siblings had taken it upon themselves to shoo
the cat away, forge for him a tiny metal splint, and smuggle him
into their cottage.
The gnome was quite recovered now, though. Regrettably—
for despite initial apprehensions, he was enjoying having human
servants—he would have to be released back to the knobby,
tangled hollow he called home.
Ah, and here was Catherine now, sliding the box out,
asking how he fared this day.
Quite well, he had to admit, and yes, he did imagine he
was strong enough to be released tomorrow afternoon.
~*~
“Take care.” Catherine lowered the gnome onto the
ground beside the hollow. The late afternoon sun was at her
back, shadowing her smudged face and illuminating her redbrown hair.
The oddest sensation of being watched came over both girl
and gnome. Briefly, they paused, looking about, and found no
trace of anyone besides themselves.
Convinced all was well, the gnome blinked and, with the air
of a child jumping into a lake, leaped into the hollow.
Unexpectedly sad, for the burden of concealing the gnome
was not one she was sorry to have lifted, Catherine gnawed on
her lower lip. Her inexplicably moist eyes flickered over to a
winking light in the brambles to the left of the hollow.
“Why,” she murmured to herself, “what on earth is that?”
As if possessed, her dusty hand thrust itself forward,
ignoring the sting of tiny thorns scraping against it, and pulled
out a large clear stone about the size of her fist.
Her eyes, reflected back at her in the stone, widened.
“I think it's a crystal.”
~*~
Catherine had resigned herself to an evening of mending
to placate her mother's edgy mood, which showed no signs of
going away on its own. She willed her gaze not to shift over,
enviously, to the parchment spread out on the table before her
brother. Cornelius had, of course, been permitted to practice his
letters. True, there was little enough need of a blacksmith's son
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to excel at calligraphy, but there was even less for him to sew
more than a few decent stitches. That was to be the task of his
future wife.
And it was on that very subject that Edward began, standing
up quite suddenly and breaking Catherine's concentration,
commanding, as he obviously desired, the attention of the entire
household. Even the Rat looked up from the doorway where he
was cleaning boots.
“Son,” Edward declared, “I have arranged a marriage for
you with Maid Elizabeth, the tailor's daughter. The bargain was
good; only four new keys, shoes for their horse, a few coins in
their purse, and all was agreed upon.” He nodded at his son.
“You may express your gratitude.”
Cornelius had had visions of travel, of study and great
learning, in his future, that could not, in light of these tidings, be.
But he'd met Elizabeth a couple of times, and liked her, for both
temperament and looks. Keeping his impossible dreams to
himself, he smiled and said what his father wished to hear.
But then Edward's eyes moved to Catherine, and the room
grew quiet, as if the universe itself took note of the coming
calamity, permitting a moment of unadulterated silence.
“Catherine, you have long known that things cannot go on as
they are.” Her father cleared his throat. “It is far more difficult to
marry off an isolated young woman than a man, so long as the
man has a trade and comes of a good family. Rejoice, daughter,
for God has smiled upon us. Blessed us, truly. Baron Archibald
desires you for a wife.”
A grimace spread across Catherine's face. She nearly stabbed
herself with the needle in her haste to protest. “Yet I do not
desire him for a husband! He is one-and-forty years old, and he
smells of spicy flowers and spoiled milk. Moreover, he whips his
servants and his horse.”
Cornelius felt a pain in his chest, as though he'd been stabbed
in the heart. To hand over his poor little sister to a man like
that... It was unthinkable. But there was precious little he could
do to stop it.
“He is a baron,” said Edward slowly, emphatically. “He
would be my patron. Get his swords only from me, recommend
my work to other nobles. And you, a baroness. Does that not
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make you proud? So the man has whipped a horse. You too have
raised your crop at my mare. Do you deny it? Put away your
puking nonsense. If you are too stunned to give thanks, so be it,
but do not trifle with me. The deal was struck many hours ago.
God himself could not put an end to it.”
Raising her eyebrows, lips pursed, Catherine simpered,
“First the baron is a blessing from God, then God contrives to
steal him away?”
“Impertinent, willful child!”
“Husband, she is in shock.” For the first time, Mary was
speaking out of turn. “Let me reason with her. Catherine, dear,
you knew marriage would be your fate. And it is no bad one,
Archibald or no Archibald. After all, what alternative? Would
you rather have been the second boy in the family, lacking in
prospects, sent away to copy manuscripts at the monastery?”
Thinking of her secret Bible lessons, Catherine answered
stupidly, truthfully. “Aye. Certainly I would prefer it.”
“Oh, dear lord.” Mary threw her face into her hands, utterly
horrified.
~*~
Pulling back the curtain, Catherine placed the multifaceted
crystal on the windowsill. Cornelius was not in the room, having
smuggled himself out for a walk, and she could not help thinking
it was unkind of him, leaving her to sleep alone after their father
announced her betrothal to Baron Archibald.
If the crystal was sharp, in this state of deepening despair,
she felt she might almost...
Nay. Catherine shook her head. I am no self-harmer.
She was just about to turn and go to bed when suddenly the
moonlight spilled in and hit the crystal directly. There was no
time to admire the split-second of rainbow that cast its many
colors along the room's northern wall, for a flash of pure white
engulfed her, engulfed the room...
Engulfed, perhaps, the entire world.
~*~
America, 1921
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“Aw, damn it, not again!” The person who had uttered this
lament looked on with much exasperation at the materializing
figure of a tall, gangly girl in a white nightdress standing in the
middle of his gleaming, tiled kitchen.
He was a boy, of barely thirteen, and this was not the first
time he'd had an unwelcome visitor from the past interrupt him
in the middle of trying to inhale a bowl of oatmeal, so perhaps
his annoyance was pardonable.
Catherine goggled helplessly.
The boy's spoon clanked loudly against the bowl's rim. “I've
had enough of you people barging into my kitchen! Always
acting as if you've got all the problems, going on and on about
some smelly crystal...”
Regaining her senses, Catherine blurted, “Crystal? Young
sir, if you know something of my crystal, I beseech you—”
“Oh, beseech yourself!” snapped the boy, jumping up and
throwing back his chair. “The whole stinking lot of you timetraveling nitwits can go to hell for all I care!”
“How have I offended?” Her brow furrowed.
“First,” growled the boy, folding his arms across his chest,
“there was that band of fat Vikings, who ate everything in
sight—even the soap!—and don't get me started on what that
nasty Roman did to the plumbing!”
Catherine opened her mouth, but he wasn't near finished
yet. “And did I mention that nobody believes me about you jerks
and your stupid crystal? Mom thinks I broke her best dishes and
trashed the kitchen.
“I'd really hoped it was all over. No one came for a while.
And now you're here! What do you have to say for yourself?”
“Have you a name?” she managed feebly.
Rolling his eyes, yet feeling his shoulders loosen with relief
(none of the previous visitors had bothered with pleasantries....),
the boy sighed.
“I'm John.”
“Catherine. Catherine Smith. And I'll ask pardon, young
Master John, for my intrusion, if you'll do the same for scolding
me unjustly.” Her eyes narrowed. “Your house is very strange,
by the way.”
~*~
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Because of the undiplomatic nature of the crystal's past
finders, John actually knew very little about it. Yet hunger, even
for these tiny tidbits, made his current visitor an excellent
listener. They sat, huddled together, in the small attic stairwell
(John was supposed to be in school and would have a great deal
of explaining to do if discovered still in the kitchen after eight
o'clock), Catherine hanging eagerly on every word.
“The Roman never mentioned the crystal, didn't even speak
English, but a couple of the Vikings did. They thought it came
from Asgard, home of the gods.”
Catherine crossed herself. Heathen gods, of course.
John looked at her strangely for a moment, then went on.
“Something about moonlight on the crystal makes them time
travel. Right into the kitchen.”
“Ah, me!” whistled Catherine. “And what became of them?
How did they return home?”
“I think,” said John, “that when moonlight leaves the
crystal...that's when they go... They just disappear. Always.”
“Then I suppose that I will, too.”
“Yeah.” John's expression turned glum. “I wish you could
stay, though. You're the first person who's talked to me in
months. Nicely, anyway.” It was obvious that he was not simply
referring to the endless slew of time travelers trampling through
his kitchen. “It would be great fun, if you stayed. We could be
friends, don't you think?”
Catherine smiled, strangely enamored of moon-faced, stubnosed John. “Aye, I think it.”
“And you'd love the twenties,” he told her. “We could go
bicycling, and to the cinema.”
“I don't know of what you speak,” sighed Catherine.
“Perhaps that is for the best.”
“Do you want to go back?”
“Nay, Master John.” She thought of the baron. Then of her
brother. “Well, perhaps I wish it a little.”
“Listen, Catherine, I dunno what's the deal with the crystal,
but it's obviously very powerful. I've been scared
about...about...someone really terrifying, not just destructive,
getting hold of it someday. You will protect it, won't you?”
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“I swear I will try, Master John. I swear it by the moon, by
the friendship we might have had, and by the love I bear my
brother Cornelius.”
Moisture in his eyes, John gulped out, “You know what's
the worst part about this time traveling stuff?”
“What?”
“Sometimes I'm not home when they come. And I can tell
by the mess they've been here.”
“And you get in trouble for it,” began Catherine. “I can see
how—”
He shook his head. “No. For some reason it just makes me
angry that they never...” His cheeks flushed. “That they never
even leave a note.”
Unable to help herself, Catherine burst out laughing. “If
ever I come into your kitchen again, with you nowhere in sight, I
will leave a note.”
“Promise?”
She grasped his hand and squeezed. “I promise.”
Their hands stayed linked until, quite suddenly, back in the
1400s, the last beam of moonlight left the crystal and Catherine
unceremoniously vanished, leaving John holding nothing but air.
~*~
“Traveled through time?” Cornelius laughed quietly,
pulling himself up beside Catherine on the half-ruined stone wall
overlooking the path that, if followed, would lead to the shire.
“Slumbered and was possessed of anxious dreams, more like.”
“Nay, brother. As if I could slumber, left alone to suffer as
I was!” She pushed a lock of matted hair back under her modest
headdress. “And the boy, young Master John... Are you saying I
made him up as well?”
“Peace, dear Catherine,” amended Cornelius, a hand up in
surrender. “I meant no more than that your tale is as
extraordinary as a dream. Magical crystals and such. But I'll be
loyal in view of your truthfulness, and pray pardon for letting
you alone last night.”
“Why did you go, Cornelius? When no worse future than
happiness awaits—”
But this he would not endure. “You go too far! Do you
imagine yourself the only one who might prefer the life of a
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novice to arranged marriage?” He turned his torso and grasped
her arms, commanding her attention. “Listen well, for I'll say it
but once before pity and sorrow for you shuts my lips: I also
suffer, I also have no control over my own life. I also, Catherine.
Do you understand?”
“Aye.” Her tone was soft. “But here comes that horrible
baron, astride that poor horse of his, thundering up to us. Can
you look upon his face and not think my fate more unfair than
yours?”
“His face is the least of his many faults. The man is a boar,”
groaned Cornelius, letting go of Catherine. “He can barely alight
himself from his horse.”
“Perhaps he is intoxicated.”
“Perhaps? He is not yet upon us and I smell a brewery!”
“Hey-ho!” Baron Archibald came swaggering toward
them. “Your father has given you the news?”
“Aye,” murmured Catherine, eyes downcast.
“Then you will understand what I do next.” He smiled
menacingly, making a motion as if to reach down and pull up her
skirts. “I mean to inspect my purchase.”
Flinging himself in front of the baron, Cornelius put out a
hand to push him back. “You'll lay no finger on my sister, sir.”
“Will I not?” His tone was mocking.
“Unless you wish a murderer for a would-be brother-inlaw, you will not.”
A fight appeared set to ensue, only there slipped, from the
collar of Cornelius' undershirt, the tiny key, a visible dangling
pendant.
This caught the baron's eye. He had long suspected a local
blacksmith of creating keys for forbidden English Bibles. Likely
keeping one for his own. That it should prove to be Edward?
How perfect. Catherine—being a woman—was surely unable to
read, thus easily saved from the fate of her brother and father.
The mother, too, unfortunately, though she certainly would not
be difficult to dispose of afterward. The king and archbishop
would be pleased with his piety, his loyalty. They might even
grant him all Edward's property. Another man to run the smithy
could be found. Did Edward not have an apprentice, after all?
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Without another word, only a last, possessive glance at
Catherine, the baron departed.
~*~
“I've thought of running,” Catherine admitted. “In part,
because Baron Archibald is repulsive, but also because...” She
inhaled deeply, handing over the Bible for Cornelius to lock. Too
soon these lessons would come to a permanent end, one way or
another. “Because of John.”
“You fancy him?” Cornelius leaned in, an eyebrow raised
teasingly.
“Nay.” Yet Catherine did blush. “The affection I have for
him is that for a good child. He is younger than I. But, perhaps, if
he were from here... In a few years time, when the difference in
age would not be so keenly felt...” She closed her eyes. “Nay. I
was thinking only of my promise to him.”
“To keep safe the crystal?”
“Aye, that.”
Cornelius locked the Bible and blew out all candles but
one so that they could find their way back to bed in the dark.
“You fear Archibald seizing all that is yours for his own, crystal
included.”
“He could discover what it does,” she pointed out. “Or
worse, could simply sell it to someone who is as wicked as he,
yet more clever.”
“Hardly bears thinking about.”
“I know it. And I promised John I would try.” Letting it
fall straight into the hands of a villain was not trying very
much.... “Oh, Cornelius, what am I to do?”
“If you could get it away to a safe place...” he suggested.
“The monastery, perhaps? The monks could protect it for you,
keeping your oath to John.”
“It is too far; three days journey,” Catherine lamented.
“Father will never grant me leave. Besides, I've no horse.”
“Aye, sister.” A grin of determination spread across his
face. “But I do.”
“Father will be furious,” she protested, her hands going to
her throat. “It will appear you are fleeing your marriage to join
the Order.”
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“Aye, but I've no reason to loathe their choice,” he
reminded her. “And I am their only son. A pardon begged, a tale
of going to make confession, and a hasty betrothal will smooth
their anger. Not so with you.”
“You think, once gone, I'll not return,” realized Catherine.
“In your place, I wouldn't.”
“Oh, dearest Cornelius...”
Whatever was intended to follow this endearment was
interrupted by a pounding on the door. “Open, heretics, in the
name of the king!”
“They've found us out!” cried Catherine, almost upsetting
the candle.
Cornelius clutched the Bible so tight his knuckles went
white. “Not yet they haven't. Quickly! Help me return it to its
place.”
Edward and Mary, roused by the king's men, appeared in
the gloom of the main room. Edward did not seem surprised that
both his children had been awake and looking at the forbidden
Bible. Indeed—cleverer than credited in his children's youthful
arrogance—he'd suspected something of the sort for a long time
now. He'd hoped their dual marriages would be the end of it,
forcing Catherine into her rightful, womanly place, where it was
safer. To accuse a Baroness of heresy was no small thing.
All such hopes had obviously come to naught. Any minute
now, the door would be battered down.
“They will find it, my son,” he warned Cornelius. “Do not
spend your last moment as a free man in vain.”
“Saints preserve us!” Mary began to weep.
“Forgive me, wife. This was my doing.” Edward stepped
forward.
“Whatever is he going to do?” gasped Catherine.
“The only thing he can,” sobbed her mother brokenly. “He
is going to let them in.”
The end of her world so literally like a wolf at the door,
Catherine crossed herself.
~*~
From the minute the king's men entered the house, chaos
ensued. The Bible was ripped from Cornelius' hands; Edward
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was being roughly shoved towards the door; Mary had her arm
around Catherine, holding her in place.
“What of the women?”
“Unless the Bible was theirs,” —one of the men snorted
incredulously at the ridiculousness of the notion— “they're no
concern of ours. Take the men and move out.”
“Wait!” Cornelius elbowed his restrainer in the face to slow
things down, resulting in a sword-hilt to the gut. “It's mine,” he
croaked out. “My father did not know I had it. No one did.”
Catherine's mouth dropped open. He was not... He couldn't
be...
Edward's eyes went wide and moistened. “Cornelius...”
“Is it true, what he says?”
“Father, tell them.” No one with a soul could have resisted
the pleading lilt in Cornelius' voice, his desperation to make this
sacrifice.
Inhaling deeply, eyes shutting so tight they crinkled,
Edward choked out, “Aye.”
Breaking free of Mary's grasp, Catherine ran to embrace
her brother one last time, flinging her arms around his neck as
they pulled him away.
For the briefest of moments, his lips aligned with her ear.
He said in an urgent whisper: “Don't let Archibald get the
crystal! Take my horse and flee to the monastery.”
“I will,” Catherine whispered, not to him, no; he was
already bound and tossed into a black carriage, the precious
Bible thrown to the vicious flames of a bonfire that engulfed
more than its share of Edward Smith's property. She promised
herself.
And she meant it.
~*~
The journey to the monastery was harder and more arduous
even than Catherine expected. Her supplies, hastily thrown
together so that she might evade her parents, who, after losing
Cornelius, would not suffer her to be gone from them as well,
were too few and ran out quickly. Worse, she spent the last two
days without water because, in a moment of careless exhaustion
on the first evening, the opened waterskin was dropped.
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Thirsty and miserable, she was tempted to take the crystal
out and use it to travel to John's kitchen. There she might have a
drink from the faucet, at least. Alas, that night, the moon hid
behind clouds.
The following morning, head reeling, she was accosted by a
lone bandit who desired Cornelius' horse and the sword Edward
had intended to be Baron Archibald's wedding present. After a
scuffle that left her face scratched and her left arm bleeding,
Catherine managed to run him through. Dizzy and horrified as
she watched the man die, she realized that another door she'd
fancied open was, in fact, barred to her. In the darkest reaches of
her mind, she'd imagined she could always kill the baron, if still
forced to marry him after getting the crystal to safety. But seeing
the life go out of the bandit's eyes, his last expression so pathetic
it reminded her of a doe-eyed sow she'd once seen the Rat
slaughter, she knew she could do no such thing.
Once was enough; another death at her hands was not
endurable.
The third day saw her face ash-pale; her eyes unfocused;
her mouth dry as bone; her mind delirious. So poorly off that she
fell off the very horse she'd killed to keep. Hot cheek hit cold
ground. Labored breath slowed.
Her last thought before blackness swallowed her: I have
failed. Forgive me, Cornelius. Forgive me, John. I tried, like I
promised. I really and truly did try....
~*~
Waking in a stone room as bare as a cell, Catherine was at
first convinced there was something wrong with her memory and
indeed it was she, not Cornelius, who had been arrested for
heresy. Or was she Cornelius himself? Was it due to faulty
memory that she recalled being his sister Catherine?
Then she realized some unknown philanthropist had gone to
lengths to make this cold little place nice for her. Glowing
embers in a tiny grate suggested a fire newly gone out. She lay
not on the floor but in straw pallet covered with a deerskin.
Someone had put furs over her, as well. And was that, only a few
feet away, a clay basin of little blue and purple wildflowers?
“You took quite a tumble, child,” said a voice that followed
the creak of a heavy door opening.
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Spying her own pack placed beside the flower-filled basin,
Catherine threw herself off the pallet and attempted to stumble
over to make certain her benefactors had not stolen the crystal.
An aged but strong hand steadied her. “Careful lest you fall
again.”
“W-who are you?” she whispered shakily.
“I am Julius, the Almoner.”
“Almoner?” Hope lit Catherine's face. “Then I have
reached the monastery?”
“Aye, child.” He chuckled lightly. “Though you owe your
presence here to our young novice discovering your horse
riderless.”
“Please, I must speak to your abbot on a matter of great
importance.”
“In that, you are out of luck. The abbot is away and has
named no prior in his absence.”
“Who would be in charge of protection of manuscripts and
rare objects?”
“In luck after all, it would appear! You'll be wanting to
speak with Diggory, the Sacrist. I'll have him sent in to you after
Vespers.”
Bowing her head in respect, Catherine thanked him.
~*~
The sacrist was a pleasant-looking man, with shortcropped hair that, despite his being five-and-fifty, was as brown
as his hanging robes. He had a surprising lack of wrinkles, save
for smile lines around the eyes. Yet, listening to the tale of the
crystal, he did not give into his nature and laugh. He believed.
Accompanying Diggory during his interview with Catherine
was the novice who'd found Cornelius' horse.
At first, Catherine did not even notice him. He was short,
hooded, and stood modestly behind the sacrist. When at last she
did see him there, she broke off from confessing her sin of
killing the bandit, and let out a sharp little cry. For, amazingly,
the boy looked not unlike John.
It took several minutes for her to accept that, no, she did not
know him. John did not have this boy's crippling shyness, nor his
mannerisms. An ancestor's unwanted relation, given over to the
church, perhaps he was. But not John himself.
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Yet Catherine could not help smiling at the resemblance. And
the novice, liking her smile despite himself, returned it with
warmth.
~*~
Watching a group of monks working the vegetable garden,
Catherine fastened around her waist the new leather strap Julius
had presented her with as a parting gift. From this strap hung the
sword that would have been Archibald's.
“T-the cellarer,” stammered the shy novice who looked so
like John, walking up beside her with footfalls as silent as
shadows. “He w-wanted me to inform you we have loaded yyour horse with fresh supplies, Maiden S-smith.”
“Please,” she said, “call me Catherine.”
“Aye, if you w-wish it.” He made eye contact with her, then
promptly dropped his gaze, lowering his head. “I'm c-called
Philippe.”
Gnawing on her lower lip, Catherine's gaze returned to the
bent backs over the vegetable rows. These monks had been as
friendly with her as was permissible; a few days more and she'd
have thought of them almost as family. As brothers sent by God
to replace the one taken from her. The one who might or might
not be already deceased.
“T-they will expect you gone before the a-abbot returns.”
“I wish I could stay.”
“Aye, but we're a b-brotherhood. There are n-no n-nuns at
this monastery.” A great shame, because with her skills for
reading, writing, and copying, she might have been of more use
in this place than he was.
“I know.”
“Diggory will guard y-your crystal with his life,” the
novice assured her. “It will be s-safe here.”
A soft sigh escaped her. “I know.”
“Farewell, Catherine. Safe journey.” On these words he
did not stutter.
“Farewell, Philippe. Will you do something for me?”
He gave the slightest of nods.
“Should the crystal carry you or Diggory off some
moonlit night...” Here Catherine pulled a scrap of parchment out
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of her left sleeve, pressing it urgently into the novice's clammy
hand. “Leave this there for a friend of mine.”
“What manner of friend?”
“A boy,” she said softly. “A boy named John.”
~*~
Wales, 1931
“Keep together now, everybody... Susan, use a
handkerchief, please! Tristan, stop licking your finger and
sticking it in Jack's ear; it's bad manners. Pauline, where is your
bus companion? Marina, please don't lick that water fountain –
it's filthy!”
John, now a handsome twenty three-year-old museum
curator, his awkward American childhood long behind him,
waited patiently for the school mistress to stop scolding her
students before continuing. It struck him as somewhat ironic that
it always took these teachers longer to stop talking than the
children in their care.
Finally there was relative silence (excepting a couple of
coughs and noises of the gaseous variety). John cleared his throat
and waved the group towards the last two glass display cases in
the building.
Inside the first was an extravagantly carved necklace
dripping with pieces of drop-shaped crystal. It was believed to
have been cut from a single crystal approximately the size of an
average female fist, sometime in the late 1500s. The second held
not one, but three, beautifully preserved Bibles from the 1400s.
Remarkably all but one in English, despite the strict ban on such
translations during that time.
“The necklace you see here,” John told the group, “once
graced the neck of Jane Dee, wife of Queen Elizabeth's
astrologer.” Truly ironic, that a man so infamously obsessed with
objects of power and gazing crystals, never knew the truth
behind the necklace given to his wife by his unsavory associate,
Ned Kelley. “One of these Bibles is also rumored to have once
been in the astrologer's personal library. This library, at its time,
was the greatest in England.”
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“Mister, Mister! Why's that Bible on the right got an iron
ring on the spine?” Susan stuck out a booger-crusted finger in
the direction of the glass.
“Well, as a matter of fact, that particular Bible was
originally chained to a monastery wall. Back then, books were
very rare and expensive.”
“It's black in the corners; like my mummy's casseroles.”
John smiled. “Tradition holds that it was rescued by
being broken off the wall when the monastery was set on fire.”
“Well, if that's all, if you're quite finished,” the school
mistress cut in, “I do believe it's time to round up these children.
The bus will be here any minute.”
There were a few moans.
“We're closing in less than ten minutes anyway, kids,”
John told them, noticing the arrival of the night custodian out of
the corner of his eye.
For some reason, no one ever seemed to look at the
custodian (whose name-tag read, simply, Phil) long enough to
realize he bore a striking resemblance to the curator.
They were not as alike as twins, no, but close enough to
near-identical cousins. Even when the custodian stood so near
that John could reach out, discreetly and backhanded, and slip
him a letter on yellowed notepaper, nobody noticed.
Flicking off the lights one by one, the custodian crept
away from his mop and wheeled bucket and made sure the blinds
were open.
It was a full moon tonight. The silvery light would not
take too long to filter through, landing on the crystal necklace.
~*~
England, 1401
Philippe stood on the grassy hill, waiting. There she was.
Catherine. But which Catherine? In all these years carried hither
and thither by the crystal, he'd seen so many Catherines.
Catherine just a little older than when he first met her,
the sword meant for Baron Archibald still strapped to her side.
Catherine at six-and-twenty, holding the hand of a small child.
Catherine at fifty, half of her pretty face burned; the result of a
fire from which she'd rescued a certain Bible.... And it was to all
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these different versions of the same steadfast woman Philippe
delivered John's notes, often taking replies back with him. No
matter that these came a little out of order on both sides.
He was just about to make himself known when he
realized she was letting free a tiny humanoid creature and spied
for himself a familiar flickering wink coming from the nearby
brambles. Good lord! Making the sign of the cross, Philippe
hastened to conceal himself.
He had stumbled upon Catherine finding the crystal!
Too early, then.
John's note would have to wait.
The End
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“The truth about stories is that’s all we
are.” - Thomas King
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The Return
A hybrid short story by Tahnee Kirk

Author Note:
My writing combines prose with poetry. The spacing is deliberate.

Postscript
I was always lucky. So it didn’t surprise me that I lived.
Then again, nobody really expects to die so all of those that did
would have been shocked that they didn’t survive. At least the
sickness made it impossible for them to know that it was
happening. They were taken by one-hundred and five degree
fevers that refused to break.
Maybe the really rich people had a cure. Not the middleclass, those with car payments that were more than our rent,
those who paid more for dinner than it cost me to eat for a week.
No, the middle-class died like everyone else except they were
hooked to tubes full of medicine that still couldn’t bring down
the fever. The really rich who lived in a different world because
they bought their way out of the one the rest of us lived in were
the ones that made it. There were so many of them. We knew
them from our tv screens because they were politicians or
entertainers or we’d seen them on the news. While our loved
ones were dying, we watched them wave into the cameras one
last time and board their space ships. All those familiar faces,
some excited, some pained, some fearful, took one final look at
the planet they were fleeing. The faces we didn’t recognize were
the smartest people on the planet—the engineers and doctors and
scientists who would make it possible for the richest people on
earth to survive in the colonies.
They were lucky, too. As Earth became more and more
polluted and the weather shifted in response, they’d begun
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building colonies. A small one on the moon and larger ones on
Mars and on Titan. Our moon, Luna, was just a glorified
spaceport. Those living and working on Luna were not the rich.
Mars, most similar planet to our own and Titan, the most
beloved of all moons for its water, were the hope of the
colonists. Those who hoped to rebuild human civilization on
Mars and Titan were either rich or the most highly educated and
accomplished builders Earth society had been able to produce.
Ever since they left, I liked to imagine that they had made it.
That up there in the night sky were other Earths, ones where
people had learned how dangerous it was to take anything and
anyone for granted. New homes for the human race where
everything was efficient, clean, green, and beautiful.
Here, where I live, is beautiful too. The way a desert is
beautiful. Jagged, devastated, but breathtaking in its own stern
way.

But it’s home. Home to me, feral cats that fight and scream
at each other in the night, packs of wild dogs, and a handful of
other human beings. Humans that became my new family in this
dusty desert city that I call home.
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One

When they left we were all watching on tv
screens showing their faces up close
looking scared or excited
it was hard to tell
the difference.

I was so jealous of them
as a twelve year old child
with limited understanding
colonization of other worlds
seemed so romantic.

Many people had already died of the fever but it was spring
and the worst of it seemed to have passed with the ending of
winter
so it didn’t seem exactly like they were running
from the sickness
but rather heading outwards for a grand adventure.

Two ships, one leaving for Mars and the other
leaving for the moon Titan.
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They’d stop at the space station on our moon first
and then away to spread humanity
across the solar system.

Leaving behind our polluted water
our barely breathable air
our poisoned Earth.
Away to create new Earths
to do things right the next time.

And when autumn arrived
the fever returned
but it had grown stronger
and left fewer of us to greet
the next spring.

If you have ever had a home
and then watched it burn to the ground
you understand why people say
that you never know what you have
until its gone.
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The love of family is so constant
that you can forget it’s there.
Any appreciation of it becomes lost
within the daily arguments and
the small disagreements.

You dream of how it would be
to have everything exactly as you wish
and the people you love
start to seem like obstacles
to your ultimate happiness.

And then, they are gone.
Absolutely gone, no longer there, never to return.
It seems impossible until it happens.
The wisdom of the elderly comes from
their knowledge of this.

Suddenly, the meaning of life has vanished.
The simple things like waking, eating, sleeping
no longer seem natural
to be taken for granted
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easy.

You have not experienced loss until
you question something as basic as
breathing.
Ask yourself
Why?

And receive back only silence for an answer.

The fever took my parents and my brother.
Like it took entire families,
all over the world.
It took so many people that
those few that were left saw no reason to continue.

Everything ground down to a complete halt.
Food production. Medicine. Education.
Governments. Crime. Recreation.
Everything ended. And there was no end to the end.
It simply continued.

When your house burns down
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and there is no one to rebuild it with you
you lay down on the ground and sleep
the cold air around you
the call of night animals in your head.

This cold becomes your life.
Until one day you no longer call it cold.
You no longer compare it to anything.
This new life, this life after,
is the only thing that you know.

They call that the end of grief.
Acceptance.
When you no longer scream for what is gone.
When your tears have dried up.
They call that moving on.

If that is moving on, then
I skated
I painted
I ate
I survived.
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I moved on.

And a tall skinny dog
who had also moved on
became my friend.
And we moved on together.
I called her Lonely Girl.
Fenix belonged to us.
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Two

Cowboy and Scout were a pair
both orphaned when their parents died of the fever
along with everyone else
he, Cowboy, her older brother
she, Scout, only three years old at the time

They stayed alive and worked for an old woman
brought her food and hauled away her trash
collected water for her
in return for sleeping in her house
and the feeling of protection

But when they met me and Old Man
they no longer needed her
and were tired of being her servants
so they left her
and were free

They checked on her, the old woman, once
out of concern
but she didn’t want their friendship
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only their labor
so they didn’t go back

Old Man, Mike, wasn’t really that old
but his hair was grey
and grew around his head in a cloud
which must be where he stored all of his wisdom
there was so much of it

He had electricity powered by the sun and stored in a battery
that ran his record player and his small refrigerator
and he had built a toilet that composted his shit
he was smart like that
Old Man

He offered me electricity to cook my food
Lamplight to read by
a machine of his own invention
that was better than air conditioning
but I wasn’t interested

I liked things simple and easy
I didn’t mind sweating
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and I didn’t like to bother with cooking my food
but I did sometimes sit with him
listening to old Bob Marley records

When I brought Cowboy and Scout around
they liked electricity and music and movies
his air cooling machine and cooked food
and we’d all sit together some nights
like a family

Other times, it was just Cowboy and Scout exploring
or me showing them how to skate
painting pictures for them on the walls of the empty
buildings
or them sitting while Old Man talked about the old days
telling them the good and bad of it

It was me and Lonely Girl sometimes
like the old days before they came along
but it was better now
with the five of us
together.
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Three

there were so few left of us in Toronto
after the first winter
with nothing to stand between the cold and the people
but courage
caution
what burns

finally spring came and along with six others
made a plan to head for warmer weather
but we could not head directly south
into the terror
that was left behind when the other great northeastern city
New York devoured itself

instead we moved west
across familiar plains
devoid of human life but full
of the beauty of bird song and flower
able to feed our small group
tempting us to stop and rest
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keep moving I insisted
to the west and then downwards
into the southern lands where human life can survive
where we may find our brothers and sisters
where winter storms cannot follow
where we can live

but the terrible winter
storms that battered and bruised
snows that buried
ice that splintered
had left them weak
to the siren song of the prairie spring

stay here
make life here
all is peaceful

and I moved on
alone
but determined
to survive
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Four

wherever the roads take me I roam
smooth concrete under my wheels
I like the feel of my leg muscles working against the pedals
sometimes easier
sometimes harder

around the empty steel and plastic containers that took them
all
everywhere anywhere nowhere
until there was no gasoline to fuel them
and no gasoline to deliver their food
and soon enough, no one

then as now I rode around them
untouched by the madness that drove them
alone with only the sound of my wheels
and the force of my own strength
which was always enough
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dogs aren’t built like people
for long walks, for a steady pace that goes on and on
they move in bursts
they don’t move in straight lines
so Lonely Girl rides behind me and we float by

when we stop in front of the art building
she will dash where her nose leads her
she will smell the earth and raise her leg
she will disappear around a corner and then
reappear

I will linger in front of the art on display
one of the few places not looted
nothing to eat here
only beautiful things
that my eyes devour and my fingers caress

objects of glass and painted canvas
metal and stone
carved wood and shaped clay
inside a complex of buildings
clearly designed for joy
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here, in this place commemorated to the human imagination,
I find her
or she finds me
it seems simultaneous
never talkative, I find that my voice fails me now
but I stop and stand, staring at her
and she, the one whose voice never will fail,
calls
Hey—you girl! Don’t move! I’m coming over there!

She’s running, pushing the glass and steel door
leaping the concrete dividers
taking the steps three and four at a time
until stopping, breathless, in front of me
I have been here all the time

She puts her hands on my shoulders
Who are you?
we both ask
me with my eyes
her aloud, voice music to me
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She is Jen. From Toronto.
I am Micky. I’m from here. Fenix.
My dog Lonely Girl is around somewhere too.
What are you doing here?
I am looking at art. She is looking for others.

My voice sounds weird to my own ears.
This woman Jen looks familiar.
Someone I’ve met before.
Someone I know very well.
But I cannot remember.

From face to the top of her boots she is brown, color of rich
earth.
Her hair is in thick dreadlocks and touches her shoulders.
She is thin, looks hungry. But strong.
Her smell is familiar too.
And her voice.

She says
I came here to find others.
The ones I was with stayed up north, in Canada.
Are there other people here?
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This must be your dog.

LG jumped on her, tail wagging, wanting to be friends.
We both liked her right away.
Yes, there are some others. A few.
Then she put her arms all the way around me
and wept.

It was easy to find her a bike
and the trip back home
was shorter with her
than it had been
on my own.
~*~
I take her to Old Man first
he has so much to show her
garden, composting toilet, solar panels
they have so much to discuss
much of which I cannot understand

He is an engineer, a maker of things
things that he has imagined
better things than we had before the leaving
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things that will not destroy our air, earth, and water
he promises us that

She is a scientist, she understands
what makes the world work
and what destroyed it
she believes we have a second chance
now that the old ways are no longer possible

Old Man and Jen
dream
talk late into the night
the sound of their voices
a lullaby

Cowboy and Scout wake me
their faces so young and
their minds alive to the new things Jen is teaching them
already taking them as her own
little brother and sister

We become a new kind of family
one not built on rules
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a family of people who are each free
not bound by need or fear
but by love

Even the youngest, Scout, has something to teach
by asking why
in her girl’s
voice no less respected than any other
despite her mere ten years of living

Her brother Cowboy and his guns
the most gentle of us all
the most unafraid
a boy on the edge of
becoming a man in a free world

Old Man and Jen seem to understand something
that we three have not yet
grasped with hands already full
of suffering
and of the new life we are building
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Five

I woke up that morning to rain tapping lightly on the roof
and windows like a timid visitor. I closed my eyes again and
everything was still in the house and in my head. The memory of
sitting, as a child, in the crook of a tree branch while a light rain
fell gently on its leaves overcame me. The memory was so
strong that it felt as if time and space had returned me to that
moment. I had not thought of that tree in fifteen years, but now
the memory of how protected and alive and complete I felt in its
arms came rushing back. It felt like that moment and that feeling
was the one true thing about me and about life, yet somehow I
had forgotten it. I had forgotten what it meant to feel the true
interconnectedness of myself to the world in which I lived. I had
forgotten this truth, which I suddenly understood to be the only
truth.

Jen stirred but didn’t wake. I used to joke that the house
could fall down around her and she wouldn’t wake up. Jen was
always patient and forgiving, except for when she was abruptly
woken up. Then, she was pure evil. She once told me that she
considered waking someone for anything other than a lifethreatening emergency to be a sin.

I lay there, awash in the memory of the peace that enveloped
me as a child and simultaneously enmeshed in a new peace—the
peace of loving and being loved by Jen.
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I was tempted to wake her up and tell her what I was feeling
or to at least put my arms around her and feel that she was with
me in this moment, but I knew better than to disturb her sleep.
Instead, I got out of bed, pulled on my jeans and sat on the porch
with LG.

The rain grew stronger and the pale turquoise dawn grew
gradually grey with thunderclouds.

“Come on, LG, let’s replace the water tanks.” I said. She
trotted cheerfully at my side to the back of the house where I
pulled out two wheeled tanks. LG always liked the rain as much
as I did. Ever since I was a kid, Fenix had increasingly wet
months between July and January. But there was still a chance
that there would be no rain at all during the dry season from
February to June. Then the tanks of stored water were the only
thing keeping us alive.

We took two empty tanks across the street and up the ramp
to the top of a parking garage that used to serve a small
community college campus. I switched the empties with the full
tanks of water that were already there but we didn’t return home
right away. The rain was coming down harder than I’d ever seen
it. It was awesome to see the tall palm and eucalyptus trees and
the short native mesquites and palo verdes whipped into frenzied
dancing by the winds and the rain. Ponds began to form on the
deserted lawns of our city. Eventually the water-loving LG got
wet and looked miserable so I opened a door on the Ford Crown
Vic that sat permanently on the rooftop parking garage. LG sat
inside and looked out. The rain pelted my bare skull and arms. I
closed my eyes and listened to the sounds of the storm all around
me, the sounds of the life-giving waters that filled the air and
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soaked the earth. I breathed deeply of the scents released by the
rain—the oily smell of the creosote bushes and the smell of
damp earth. Together they created a rare and pungent fragrance
that always made me think of fertility and abundance.

I don’t know how long we were on the roof because I never
kept track of time. There was no reason to track time when there
were no more deadlines, no such thing as being late. Most days,
when the sun came up I woke up and when the sun went down I
either walked about in the cool night air or settled into my home,
cozy with Jen and LG beside me. But that day, when I finally
started to roll the full tanks towards home, I saw that while I was
daydreaming more than a puddle had formed near the bottom of
the ramp. The street separating us from our house had become a
rushing river. LG stood just at the edge of the flooding waters
and looked back at me, her eyes asking me what to do.

“That water’s only knee deep, girl, don’t tell me you’re
afraid of it!” I scolded. LG was rarely afraid of anything but she
could be funny sometimes, nervous at the sound of a thunder
clap or any other unexpected loud noise. She stood at the edge of
the newborn river with doubt on her face as clear as if she could
speak aloud.

“Come on, let’s get home and dry ourselves off.” I said,
pushing one tank ahead of me into the water.

It was immediately ripped out of my grasp by the fastrunning current, where it rolled along the top of the water and
away from me.
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“Shit!” I yelled, throwing myself after it and leaving the
other tank behind on the ramp. But the racing water was a force I
had never encountered before. It yanked me off my feet and I
found myself struggling to keep my head above water as I was
pulled along against my will, surrounded by the debris that had
been caught before me. LG threw herself into the water after me
and I saw her head disappear under the brown water.

I fought my way towards where she was, but her smaller
body was moving along faster than I was. I was fending off
massive tree branches that threatened to crush me as I tried to
move out of the street-turned-river, all while desperately trying
to follow LG’s body with my eyes. I made my way to the other
side, swallowing a bellyful of the muddy flood water in the
process. Keeping my eyes on a patch of black, I ran along the
edge of the street, barely managing to keep pace with the current.

When I thought I was close enough to reach her, I plunged
back into the water and threw my arms around the black patch of
fur in the midst of the roiling muddy torrent. I dug my fingers
into her water-soaked fur and dragged her out of the street until
we both collapsed into a shallow muddy spot under a palo verde
tree. She lay there and didn’t appear to be breathing. I never
really understood science and medicine but I knew that there was
such a thing as gravity so I grabbed LG by the hips and hung her
upside down. Water poured out of her jaw and we both fell to the
ground again. But this time she finally moved a little and her
eyes opened.

“It’s okay, girl, it’s all right.” I said. My foolishness hadn’t
killed her after all.
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Once I knew LG was still alive, I started to notice that every
part of my body hurt, inside and out. Some parts hurt worse than
others. We both limped back towards home, the rain and the
raging river beside us growing still stronger.

Despite all the watery hell that had broken loose in the city
that morning, Jen was still in bed and sleeping peacefully. I
lowered myself, carefully because of the world of pain that my
body had entered, onto the floor beside our bed. LG joined me
and we both drifted off to sleep, not caring that we were soaked
to the bone.

I woke to Jen shaking me.

“Wake up!” she shouted.

My first thought was shock that something had actually
made her wake up another living creature. Had the storm brought
a tree down onto the house while I slept? Was LG okay after all
she had been through? My body hurt more than I thought was
possible, hurting more with each breath, but I tried to lift myself.

“Don’t get up. Just say something. Are you okay?” She was
clearly upset. I must have looked pretty bad after everything I’d
been through.

“Yes, I’m okay.” I said, but the words didn’t come out
sounding as strong as I hoped. It was hard to breath with the
piercing pain that was shooting through my chest.
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“You have a fever, a high fever.” Jen said. “I need you to
stay awake. Here’s a cool towel, keep this on your head and
don’t take it off!”

It felt pretty good so I didn’t argue.

“What happened?” she asked , her voice trembling with what
was either anger or fear. Or both. “Never mind, I guess it had
something to do with all this flooding and your refusal to ever
think about your own safety. Just tell me where it hurts.”

“Everywhere.” I said. It hurt worst when I had to breathe.
Which was more frequently than I had ever realized. Was
breathing really necessary? I experimented with not breathing
and failed.

She touched my left side first and then when she moved her
hand to my right side, I yelped.

“Maybe a rib,” she said “but we have to bring down the
fever. I need to get Old Man for this. Fuck, why didn’t I think
ahead and keep a basic first aid kit.” She looked on the verge of
tears.

“Don’t go!” I begged. “Too dangerous. Stay in.”
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“I’ll be careful. And I’ll be back soon.”

It seemed like forever that she was gone, while I drifted in
and out of a hot and tortured sleep. I had bits of strange dreams
and the towel wasn’t cool anymore, so I let it fall to the side.

When I woke again, it was to both Jen and Old Man looking
at me with concerned expressions.

“Has she coughed up any blood?” he asked.

“No.” she said.

“Good, she’s lucky then. Broken ribs often pierce the lungs
and if that happened, we couldn’t save her. Make her swallow
these pills, they’ll bring down the fever a little.”

“I’m okay, I just got banged up because I’m stupid.” I
whispered.

“Not stupid.” said Jen, placing another cool towel on my
head and one on my good side. “Just too damn brave for your
own good, that’s all.”

“How did you get there and back safely?” I asked.
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“I went around the goddamn water, loca,” she replied “ stop
talking and rest.” I liked it when she used the Spanish I had
taught her. Even when I had two broken ribs, it made me smile.

“You can sleep now.” she said. And I did.
~*~

I eventually got better. My ribs hurt for a long time, but Old
Man had a stash of painkillers. Jen borrowed some from his
stockpile of medicines, which he’d had from the beginning.
Some kind of anxiety got hold of Jen after that, though. She had
long conversations with Old Man about emergency plans and
medical supplies. He seemed to think that sooner or later, we’d
all be taken out by either an accident like mine or an illness we
couldn’t beat. He said it was just something we had to accept.
Maybe because Jen was so much younger than him or maybe
because it was just her nature, she couldn’t accept that. She said
that we had to do more than just sit in Fenix waiting for our luck
to run out.

“We’re going south to Tucson.” she declared.

“Why?” I asked. Life was fun, I was free, and I had a family
now with her, Old Man, Scout, and Cowboy. Along with LG,
they were all I needed. Sometimes, they were even a bit too
much and I had to retreat to one of my parking lots where I could
be alone all day doing nothing but skating, painting, and singing
to myself.
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“We have to try to find others and form a safety net, in case
one of us is seriously hurt or sick.” she insisted. “I passed
through the city of Flagstaff on my way here and found nothing.
The cold probably wiped them out early on or the survivors left.
But Tucson is as warm as Phoenix and closer to the countries
further south. There are probably at least a few people there that
we can reach out to. I have my knowledge of physics and Old
Man is a self-taught mechanical engineer. If we can find anyone
with a knowledge of medicine, we’ll be able to construct a clinic
and give us all a better chance at long-term survival.”

I always lived in the moment with little thought for the
future, but what she was saying made a lot of sense. Besides, a
trip somewhere new sounded fun. I hadn’t been farther than
Mesa, which was a few hours away by bike.

“How far to Tucson?” I asked.

“A little more than one-hundred and fifty kilometers.” she
answered. “If we leave at dawn on our bikes, we can get there
before dark.”

I knew she was serious if she was willing to get up early to
do it. I’d never seen her get up early for anything before. One
hundred and fifty kilometers sounded pretty far but if Jen was
going to be there, there wasn’t any place I wouldn’t go.

We talked with Old Man about it and since Scout and
Cowboy liked to tag along with us, they got in on it too. Turns
out everyone wanted to come along. Old Man had a bike
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specially made for old people. It sat low to the ground and he
could recline while he was pedaling. He thought it was funny
that I called it his Old Man bike, but I just called it like I saw it.
Scout and Cowboy needed bikes but they were easy enough to
get. Me and Jen had ours of course, mine with the trailer that LG
rode in when she needed a break from running alongside. Dogs
have humans beat on speed but we have the endurance.

We packed food and water for the journey there and back.
Cowboy had to take his guns.

“Just in case.” he said. We all knew what he meant. There
were a few survivors who had made it by being meaner and more
ruthless than anybody else and doing things no sane person
would be willing to do. My baseball bat and LG had always been
all I needed to defend myself. We each had our own way of
protecting ourselves. It was the reason we’d each survived.
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Six

adventure! cries Jen
active mind, active body
perfectly opposite to my own
Zen she calls me
peaceful, quiet

Jen wants to learn to discover to create
passion in every pound of her body and brain
(she ignited a passion that I didn’t know existed in me)
in my growing love for her I have no way
of refusing

sign says 90 miles
and we stop partway to rest, eat,
make a careful fire
we have no reason to rush
we two stretch out against each other
under the stars
Old Man and Scout and Cowboy
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not far away

in the morning we begin again
a tiny army
song our only weapon
pedaling forward
to an unknown city
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Seven

“Welcome, welcome.” they said, with their eyes shining with
tears of joy and with their hands gently reaching out and
touching our arms and our faces and our hands. They called their
city Tula. I dreamt of them that night and when I woke, I looked
over at Jen and wondered if she had dreamt of them, too.
Humanity had grown so precious now, to the few of us that
remained. They had wondered if they were the only ones left.
We had wondered if humankind had any capacity for collective
good. We were given time to rest and to eat and soon, because
night had fallen, to sleep.

At dawn the next morning, the Tulan woman Patricia greeted
me from the large table where she was sitting, just outside of the
room where we had slept. Old Man was there with her already
and they had drawings in front of them, drawings of machines of
some sort that I had never seen before. Whatever new
technology they were dreaming up wasn’t nearly as interesting to
me as meeting these new people, so unlike anyone I had ever
known. It wasn’t their language that was different, because I’d
spoken only Spanish until I was six years old. The meaning of
the Spanish words slowly unfolded in my mind, like flowers that
had been waiting for rain.

It wasn’t their language. It was the way that they looked at
the world without any fear or worry in their eyes. Their eyes
were trusting and full of joy, like the eyes of other animals. How
did people keep that kind of innocence alive in a world that was
so dangerous? I would soon find out.
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They cleared a space for me to sit and Old Man gestured to a
tray of juices and snacks that sat nearby. I nibbled a little while
they bombarded me with their plans to build a hospital that
would sit next to the acres of gardens I’d seen yesterday. Patricia
was a trained and experienced doctor, the first I’d seen since the
old days. Honestly, I thought we’d never have doctors again. But
she was one and their community had four others whom she’d
trained.

“We must be able to manufacture medicines and heal the
sick.” Old Man explained, seeing how bored I was. I was excited
about seeing so many new people, learning their stories, and
seeing how they lived. But he insisted on explaining to me why
it was so important that he work with Patricia and the other
Tulans to build the medical center they were already planning.

“You were lucky,” he said, “that I had antibiotics when you
nearly died during the last great storm. But those antibiotics
won’t last forever. Then what will we do?” He asked this in a
way that forced me to try to imagine an answer to his question.

“We’ve had healing in Tula since the beginning because we
had a doctor.” said Patricia. “But we couldn’t imagine a medical
center, where we could perform surgery and create medicines,
because we have had no reliable source of energy. With Senyor
Miguel’s help, we can build the facility we need to not only keep
medicine alive, but to actually advance medicine and scientific
knowledge.”

“This is something that requires a whole community,
working together, to create.” added Old Man.
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“I like our way of life in Fenix,” he said, “but living as
individuals who don’t organize themselves to prepare for crisis
and to safeguard the future isn’t the way to survive long term.
We have to cooperate, like they do here, if we want to survive
and keep humanity from dying completely in the next few
generations.”

When he talked to me like this, usually with Jen agreeing
and adding to his arguments, I knew better than to question him.
I didn’t understand everything he was talking about, but it made
sense that we needed some way to replace medicine as we
eventually used it all up.

By the time Cowboy and Scout woke up, a young man
named Mateo had arrived to be our guide for the morning. We
all questioned him about his life in Tula, which used to be called
Tucson when I was a kid. Mateo, like Scout, was very young
when the virus hit, so he remembered only life after everything
changed. He explained that he’d been raised in a creche with
other children. They’d been cared for by several members of the
community who chose to focus on the work of caring for
children.

“Of all the mothers and fathers, I have a few that I’m closest
with. Much like you, Scout, seem to be closest with your father
who sits here and your mother who still sleeps.” said Mateo.

Scout looked shocked and replied, “Jen isn’t my mother!
And Old Man isn’t my father. Our mother and father died of the
virus and Cowboy has always taken care of me.”
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Mateo looked at Cowboy, tilted his head slightly and
squinted his eyes, which caused a crease to appear between his
eyebrows that made him look older than the child that he was.

“He took care of you? With what others?”

Cowboy became defensive at the suggestion that he had
needed any help protecting his younger sister and spoke louder
than necessary when he answered.

“No others. I can take care of us both just fine.”

“Please, take no offense, mi ‘ermano. Would it not be
dangerous for a brother and sister to be alone and have no
mothers and fathers?”

Cowboy and Scout looked at each other. This new friend
was right about how dangerous it had been. But Cowboy refused
to show any weakness.

“It’s never been more dangerous than I can handle.”

“And you do not call these women and this man your
mothers and father?” asked Mateo.
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“No,” answered Scout, “we call them our friends.”

I sat and listened while the younger ones figured out each
other’s lives. As I listened, I learned that in Tula, all people
contributed by doing work of their choice. Work and all other
aspects of the day were organized by a schedule displayed in
their communal hall. Everyone ate and socialized together twice
each day, in the morning and evening. It sounded as if all
decisions were made by community agreement, but I had
difficulty imagining how that worked because Tula seemed to be
home to a great number of people. Mateo described recreation
that included music and dance performances in the hall, reading,
creating art, and many games that people of all ages played
together. The most popular of these was a game that I recognized
as the soccer of my own childhood.

Mateo spoke of all the other young people of Tula as brother
and sister, just as he referred to all adults as mother and father.
He was anxious to show us everything so Cowboy and Scout
suggested we start our tour immediately.

“But we can’t leave your companion here while we go.”
protested Patricia, looking to Old Man as if expecting more
sense from someone her own age.

He just shrugged. “She won’t care. We follow our own
minds where we come from.”

“She’ll just be glad we didn’t wake her up, believe me. She
hates waking up early.” I added.
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Mateo looked to Patricia in the same way she had looked to
Old Man--with the expectation of guidance. She looked us over
and saw that we were all in agreement.

“We respect your ways, although they are different from
ours. We will go.” she said, giving Mateo a nod that settled the
whole thing. He led us from the small home with a confidence
that seemed beyond his years, proud to show us his world.
~*~

When we returned from our tour hours later, Jen had already
left for a private tour of her own. We saw each other again that
evening for the communal dinner, but it was too loud for us to
talk much. We could only sit close together and look at each
other from time to time, happiness and wonder identical on both
of our faces as if we were each looking into a mirror rather than
the eyes of another person. I counted sixty-six Tulans, many of
them young children who had clearly been born after. It was
these young children that surrounded us, asking a million
questions. I translated the best that I could for Jen, Cowboy, and
Scout who didn’t understand Spanish. Old Man, as always,
needed no help. He spent most of the evening with one or
another of the four Tulan infants sitting on his lap, where they
wrapped their tiny chubby fingers around the pendant of Africa
that he always wore. For the first time, it occurred to me that he
probably had children before the virus changed everything.
Maybe by now he would have been a grandfather.

The little ones were escorted out of the hall by five men and
women shortly after sunset. The remaining group of about fifty
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adults and older children remained in the hall. It was their turn to
question us and practice their English. Many understood English
from before. Others, like Mateo, had learned to speak fluent
English. Turned out it was one of several languages that Tulans
practiced with each other.

The conversations went long into the night. They were
amazed to learn that we had no large gardens and no schedules in
Fenix. They were curious about how decisions were made and
marveled when we said that we each simply did what we wanted
to do, helped each other when asked, and passed our time
according to what each day brought. They seemed saddened
when they learned that aside from ourselves and a few others,
there was no significant community in Fenix like they had built
in Tula.

From them, we learned that their community had grown by
welcoming wanderers from all directions. Jen believed that this
was the reason why Tula had developed into what she referred to
as a true democracy, operating on principals of consensus and
communal ownership of all resources. I didn’t understand the
words she was using, but I learned to apply them to the town hall
meetings where all, even the youngest, were given the chance to
speak. Decisions were made not by a small group of people
speaking for others but by all, although the elders of the
community were expected to guide most decisions by virtue of
their greater experience. Patricia told us that important decisions
were made by respectful yet impassioned discussions that went
on for weeks, months, or even years. Their longest and still
unresolved issue had been whether to explore north of Tula to
find more survivors. Tulans had not made contact with the
outside world for many years.
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Our willingness to live independently and take risks
impressed them, particularly those young enough to know only
the harmonious life in Tula. The spirit to face down obstacles
existed in their young hearts, as it always had in mine. For some
of the young Tulans, the peace of their life felt awfully similar to
boredom. Old Man and Jen said later that they knew that night
that we’d be returning to Fenix with a few new friends. What
none of us expected was that we’d be returning without the two
friends we all cherished the most.
~*~
Cowboy and Scout had grown up rough because they were
so much younger than me and Jen and Old Man. Their times
with the old woman were years of virtual slavery, working hard
all day for only the bare necessities of survival in return. When
they joined us, they found freedom at last and something like a
family. But life in Fenix was hard, with nothing guaranteed. In
Tula, they saw the chance to have brothers and sisters, fathers
and mothers. They each would never have to worry about losing
the other to sickness or accident because Tulans lived with a
strong safety net of medical care and ample food year round.

What looked like a prison of schedules and social
expectations to me looked like exactly the kind of loving care
that Cowboy and Scout craved. Scout, at twelve, was still a
child, no matter how tough she had been forced to be. And
Cowboy had been only seven when he’d taken responsibility for
his sister. His childhood ended then, when both of their parents
died within six months of each other. In Tula, for the first time,
he could imagine that he wouldn’t always have to carry the
burden of keeping his sister safe. At age sixteen, he considered
himself a man, as did the boys his age in Tula. But they were
under the protection of the entire community and had an internal
peace that he instinctively felt drawn to. When he played his first
game of soccer, he started the irreversible process of becoming
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Tulan. Scout and Cowboy both learned in Tula that the company
of other people their same age gave them more joy than any
other kind of companionship. It was even more valuable because
it was a joy they had never known they were missing until it was
given to them, freely and with the promise of undreamed of
future joys waiting to be discovered.

Old Man and I had always chafed under rules, so we knew
we’d leave Tula sooner rather than later. He would continue to
communicate with Tula via radio communication that they
would set up. I’d be satisfied with several more visits over the
years, until I got too old and stiff to make the long journey. For
Jen, as always, things were more complicated.

Jen’s father was Anishinaabe, from a small town in Ontario,
and he met her mother at University of Toronto. Her mother was
African-Canadian, descended from Africans who escaped
slavery in the USA by going north in the early 1800’s. She had
inherited a passionate love of freedom, living things, and
scholarship from both. Like me and Old Man, she was
independent and relinquished power over her life to no one. But
she loved helping things grow and being an active part of the life
cycle. She was the most avid gardener of us all and she acted as
midwife to litters of pups and kittens every spring. I found out
later that she’d spent her private tour of Tula in the nursery and
creche, helping to care for the infants and watching how Tulans
raised their children. There was nothing she desired more than to
have children of her own and to learn the healing arts.

Her desire was to stay in Tula until she learned the
fundamentals of medicine, which would take a year or more. She
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told me this that first night because we always told each other
exactly what we were thinking, holding nothing back.

I listened to her and heard the longing in her voice. I knew
two things for sure—I would be miserable following the Tulan
schedules. And there was no way I’d ever ask her to choose
between something she wanted this bad and me. Even if I won,
I’d lose her heart. By the next morning, I was talking to Old Man
about how I could make peace with living in Tula until Jen was
ready to leave.
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Eight

Jen really saved all of us, even those that came after her life
was over. She made Fenix into New Fenix because she created
something special out of her mind and her hands. New Fenix
became a haven for natural born anarchists, those of us that hated
being told what to do, when to do things, and how things should
be done. We helped each other willingly, not because we had to.

Jen brought us the tradition of trained healers that she
learned in Tula. She was present at every birth in New Fenix for
nearly twenty years. She sat with dogs, cats, and goats as they
gave birth, treating them no differently than any human mother.
And when she couldn’t save a baby or a mother during
childbirth, or a child or adult with an illness or serious injury, she
could never let go of the pain. I think each death in New Fenix
was like a stone that she carried, until she couldn’t carry any
more. Jen’s love was so powerful that it wrapped around
everyone, old friends and strangers alike. It wrapped around
trees and mean half-wild dogs, unborn babies, and even people
she had never seen living on some spot of light in the night sky.
It wrapped around me and made everything easier, softer, and
better than life had ever been before she came into my life.

I know she loved me, but her love was too big to put into the
little boxes that most love fits into. Like mine, which was only
big enough for her and our daughter and our closest family. My
love has always been more like a magnifying glass, focused on
one thing and making that thing appear bigger than everything
else. For the best part of my life, that thing was Jen and the
family she connected me to.
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“Let me go, Micky.” she said at the end, but I couldn’t do it.

“Don’t you leave me, Jen.” I begged her.

My only regret in life is that I couldn’t give her permission
to leave me, when the pain was too much for her. She didn’t
want to take anything to stop the pain until she had seen
everyone. She wanted to be herself and experience even her last
moments fully aware, with nothing between her and what she
loved most of all—life. Her breathing was hard to watch, even
when it was the only thing that told me she was still there, in her
body. Her entire body had to strain for each breath. I never let go
of her hand as one person after another came to her bedside and
thanked her, kissed her cheeks, said goodbye.

Then the youngest of the three healers she’d trained over the
years gave her the shot that would put her out of her pain and
mercifully quicken her death. During the last moments of the
setting sun, as the familiar comforting darkness of night
enveloped us, her breathing became softer. Finally, although I
wanted to believe that I saw her chest rise or fall, it no longer
did. She did what she had to do, knowing I’d understand sooner
or later. As always, she was a little bit ahead of me, showing me
the way.

For a long time, three or four years, I kept to myself. I
thought I didn’t want to live once she had gone ahead into the
unknown. I thought I had lost her. It was scary because it felt
like everything about her started to fade and would eventually
disappear. But little by little, I started to see her all around me.
Mostly in our daughter’s face. They had the same eyes and the
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same smile. But in other people, too, and in the things I saw
around me. I couldn’t go to our shared places anymore because it
made her absence too sharp but I found her in new places. I’d see
her in my mind’s eye and hear what she thought about things.
She’d point out details that I’d never notice. Little features about
a building or a piece of earth. Colors on a bird or textures of a
stone. She was still with me, still adding to my life. I’d see her
expressions on other people’s faces and hear her laugh coming
from the mouths of other people. I eventually learned to trust that
the pieces of her love that I had in my heart couldn’t be taken
away by anything, not even by time. Parts of her had stayed.

Maybe nothing ever really dies after all, it just moves
onwards and changes. It hurt when she died because I couldn’t
hold onto her anymore. She became free as the breeze, coming
and going as she chose.

When our long-lost cousins returned from space, Jen was
there. She was whispering advice in my ear, telling me to be
patient, to be calm. To give them a chance to show who they had
become. She told me to remember that those who returned were
not the same people who destroyed much of the world and then
left it behind. They were their children and their grandchildren,
returned from the colonies. Coming home.
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Nine

They were touching her fur timidly, eyes wide, like children.
Until they saw Lonely Girl’s daughter, the five people who
emerged from the spaceship had been solemn and reserved, their
smooth unlined faces in strange contrast to the white hair that
they all had, cut short and close to the scalp. But they started
chattering excitedly to each other when they saw her.

“The hair is soft!”

“It smells so awful! Look, its tasting me!”

“That’s called licking. Its tail is wagging, too. It likes us!”

“It has eyes just like a baby.”

“Did you see its teeth? It’s bigger than I thought.”

“It’s smaller than I imagined it!”

“It isn’t afraid of us, it seems to know us.”

“Of course, we’re its best friends, remember?”
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“No, it’s our best friend.”

“Isn’t that the same thing?”

I relaxed and realized that I had practically been holding my
breath. Whatever I had expected from these aliens, this wasn’t it.
And they weren’t aliens, Jen reminded me. They are part of this
earth, just like we are. But they don’t know it yet. No-one had
taught them about that because their parents and grandparents
hadn’t understood it.

So how can I teach them what they don’t even know that they
don’t know? Jen didn’t answer. Typical. She always reverted
into mystical priestess mode when all I wanted was a simple
answer. It occurred to me that maybe she did that when there just
wasn’t any simple answer.

Their leader approached me.

“Sir,” he said, “will you grant my crew a request?”

“Depends on what it is, I suppose.” I said.

“We would like to be introduced to any other animals that
you have.” he said. He said it in such a serious tone that I
chuckled a little but managed to keep myself from a full-on
laugh.
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“There are many animals living in New Fenix.” I said, trying
to match his serious tone. “You can’t walk far without seeing
more dogs and cats than you can shake a stick at. Not to mention
the birds of all kinds and the lizards and the coyotes. And the
snakes.”

“Should we arm ourselves with sticks then?” he asked.
“ No, we won’t need to do that.” I said. “Just stick by me and
you’ll be fine. Let’s go on a little sightseeing tour of New
Fenix.”

“Yes.” he said without consulting any of his friends.

I looked to them but they seemed satisfied enough with his
decision and none made any indication that they’d like to speak
for themselves. They were different. His method of leadership
was more forceful than anything I’d ever seen but he didn’t seem
to be a bad person. I trusted my instincts and took them on a tour
that went nowhere near any people or occupied homes. Just in
case.

I walked and the leader walked beside me. The other four
walked in pairs of two behind him, all of them taller and thinner
than anyone I had ever seen. They reminded me of palo verde
trees, long limbed with olive-tinged skin and each of them
strongly muscled without one ounce of visible fat. At the same
time, I noticed that they seemed more tired by our short walk
than I was even though I was well past my physical prime.
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When I heard the squawking of parrots in a nearby tree, I
decided to let them rest.

“Let’s sit here and do some bird watching.” I suggested. I
made myself comfortable on the ground not far from the tree
where a flock of parrots perched, their bright green beauty made
even more striking by the yellow and red feathers on their heads
and breasts. The palo verdes settled down near me and I pointed
to the parrots, a common sight in New Fenix.

“They are very communal,” I explained, “like some people,
they are only happy when they are in a large group.”

“We saw some birds earlier but they were larger and colored
grey, blue, and white.” said the leader. “Are they the elders of
these small birds?”

“Those were pigeons.” I said. “These are parrots. Different
species of bird.”

“How many species of birds still live on Earth?” he asked.

“I don’t know, but a hundred or more different kinds of birds
live in New Fenix, not to mention those that pass through
seasonally. In the whole world there must be more than I could
hope to count.”
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He said nothing, but I could see that I had given him a lot of
food for thought.

I wondered what they were thinking and for the first time, I
tried to imagine what their lives had been like. When I was
young and watched their parents and grandparents leaving Earth,
I imagined that they were going somewhere safe, where life
would be easy and free of the sickness and storms that were
destroying our human societies. But the hard, lean bodies and
serious faces of this crew hinted at lives that were anything but
easy. Food could not be plentiful where they came from. Hard
work was clearly something they were used to. And this strange
form of grouping where one seemed to be designated to think
and speak for everyone else was natural to them.

Jen used to say that what made a person wise was the ability
to see one thing and from that one thing, understand ten things.
She called me wise even though she was by far the smarter one,
perhaps the smartest person I’d ever met. But she considered
herself a scientist. Scientists, she said, have to see one thousand
things to understand one thing. We are, she had said laughing,
the dumbest smart people you’ll ever meet.

If I had any wisdom at all, maybe that’s what allowed me to
see something of their world reflected in the faces of these alien
cousins of mine. I saw institutions more rigid and authoritarian
than any I’d ever known. I saw carefully rationed food and
water. I saw a world of people clinging to a precarious existence,
an existence that was constantly at risk of total annihilation on a
strange world that didn’t know them. I put myself in their place
and realized that I was living in paradise. It wouldn’t be long
before the rest of our cousins received a message from this crew,
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a message telling them to come back home. To come back from
that hostile world that took so many of our lives. Come back to a
world that is abundant and alive. A world where humans belong.
Where we are just one creature among many.
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